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Foreword
This is the third book of children’s poems that Coventry
Lord Mayor’s Committee for Peace and Reconciliation
has published. This year, working with Coventry
Cathedral and Coventry and Warwickshire Standing
Advisory Councils on Religious Education (SACRE),
we invited children aged 16 or younger who live or
attend school in Coventry or Warwickshire to submit a
poem on the themes of neighbourliness and/or peace.
Our judges, Craig Muir, Janey Manton, Ann Evans,
John Greatrex and the Lord Mayor of Coventry
Councillor Ann Lucas were presented with a great deal
of work to read through all 341 poems submitted this
year, the highest number so far.
All these poems are included in this ebook.
They each first selected their favourites, producing a
shortlist of just over 100 poems, which they then ranked
for their relevance to this year’s themes of
neighbourliness and peace, the author’s originality and
creativity, whether the poems carried a coherent
message and the strength of the use of imagery and of
language.
A paperback is available containing just the shortlisted
poems.
The judges said it was a pleasure to read the poems but
hard to choose the best six because they all had merit.
After a great deal of work during the busy Christmas
season the finally picked the winners, three from
Coventry and two from Warwickshire.
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The winners from Coventry are:
1st Prize: Anna Gardiner
2nd Prize: Harrison McQueen
3rd Prize: Sahej Cheema
They are all students at Ravensdale Primary School.
The winners from Warwickshire are:
Joint 1st Prize: Daisy Thatcher from Ettington Primary
School
Joint 1st Prize: Polly Jones from Alveston C of E
Primary School
The winners each receive prizes thanks to the support of
the Rotary Club of Warwick.
Copies of the paperback and ebook containing only the
shortlisted poems can be ordered from the peace poem
website CovPeacePoem.uk, from Amazon and from all
good bookshops.
Visit the Lord Mayor’s Committee website
CoventryCityOfPeace.uk to find out about our many
other activities and subscribe to our free monthly
newsletter.
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First Prize : Anna Gardiner
Age 9
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

My Neighbours
Here I sit in my comfy armchair,
Staring out of the clear, glass window.
The road is quiet, the streets are bare,
With the occasional person out for their daily walk.
This virus is spreading,
And taking my family away from me.
I wish for peace,
And a life that is normal.
I’m lonely with no-one,
I don’t have a bubble.
I can’t see anybody,
As I’m considered one of the vulnerable.
I hear a knock at my front door.
Who could it be, paying me a visit?
I heave myself up and go to the door,
Only to see my neighbour’s two children.
On my doorstep is a box and a card,
I give the children a wave and close the door.
In the box, is a freshly baked Victoria sponge,
And the card tells me that they’re thinking of me.
As I make my way back to my chair,
I inhale the sweet smell of sugar and jam.
To think that they bothered to do that for me,
Makes my heart glow with happiness.
The road is still quiet,
The streets are still bare.
But life is less lonely,
Because I know my neighbours care.
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Second Prize :Harrison
McQueen
Age 9
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

My Special Road
My name is Harrison McQueen,
And I am 9 years old,
I live in poet’s corner, Wyken,
On a very special road.
This year it has been very strange,
With no parties or Holidays,
No trips out to adventure parks,
Things have changed in lots of ways.
We spend time at home now with our neighbours,
Like the man at number 3,
We borrowed him our ladder,
When his cat got stuck in a tree.
We do shopping for the lady at number 24,
I think her name is Pat,
And when we walk past number 30,
We always stop and have a chat.
Number 64 takes in our parcels,
As Mum works for the NHS,
Which meant we could still go to School,
Ravensdale really is the BEST.
Someone knocked our door last Wednesday,
Doing a collection for number 7,
She said he had been really poorly,
And had died and gone to heaven.
Number 44 is my favourite,
She bakes lots of cakes for me,
Winning Poems
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She gives them to my Mum and says,
“Here have these after your tea”
This year has been very different,
From those I knew before,
But I’m thankful for the people on my Street,
We will be friends forever more.
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Third Prize : Sahej Cheema
Age 8
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

A Cup of Tea
TICK TOCK TICK TOCK
He sat their looking at the clock wishing the time away.
When will it be next week?
He thought to himself as he sat in his antique leather
armchair
He had no children and no wife in his life and no
visitors came to his sight?
His name is Arthur, and he is 96 years old.
As he walked with bear feet he wearily proceeded
towards the window.
Outside it is snowing but no sun is glowing
But a girl was showing she was wearing pink from head
to toe
But at that moment the strangest things started to
happen
THE GIRL WAVED!
She also left something at the door.
“What could it be?” he wondered so he crouched over
to the drab, old looking door with his wide eyes, he
looked down and he saw a box of chocolates and an
envelope in which he found a letter.
A letter he thought to himself excitedly
He opened it and when he did a delightful wave of joy
swept over him.

Winning Poems
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The Letter read:
Dear Arthur,
We hope you are well? Me and my family were
wondering whether you would like to come around for a
cup of tea someday. My name is Jasmine, by the way I
live across the street at number 35, see you there on
Sunday.
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Winning Poems from
Warwickshire Students

Winning Poems
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Joint First Prize : Daisy
Thatcher
Age 10
Ettington Primary School
Warwickshire

Greater Good
Always do the greater good in your neighbourhood.
Your community is your team, like a stream and it is a
team of ripples that makes it what it is. Like a tree with
its branches and the wind that dances. Like the lions
with their prides or tourists with their guide. Yes always
do the greater good in your neighbourhood. Like the
flowers with their petals and kettles made with metals.
Nice to everyone.
Encouragement towards your neighbours.
Irreplaceable, friendships with your neighbours are
irreplaceable and special.
Grateful to whom of which have helped you or are
helping you.
Helpful to others - a little help goes a long way.
Beautiful, everyone is special in their own way, whether
it is being beautifully kind or something similar.
Offering, just offering to help or do something gives
them the impression that you care.
Understanding others feelings and thoughts.
Respectful to your neighbours there are no excuses, you
have to respect everyone.
Hello, simply saying hello to someone from your
neighbourhood is polite and kind
Optimistic, if someone is sad or worried give them
optimistic thoughts.
Obey others wishes.
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Do, "Do you need some help with that?"something as
easy as asking someone if they need any help if they
look like they are struggling.

Winning Poems
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Joint First Prize : Polly Jones
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Age 10

Smile
Don’t send a frown just lend a smile
I’m telling you it’ll be worth your while
You could just say hello
Or by some shopping for your fellow
These are the things that make a good neighbour
We’d usually be lending things for them to borrow
But the world’s wrapped up in all this sorrow
Though we can still do some more for our lovely
neighbours
Like sending them our morning Sunday papers
These are the things that make a good neighbour
You could give something big like a box of toilet rolls
Or something small like a bag of hellos
A great act will be rewarded with a smile
You could someone’s day and then they’ll help you
without a haste
These are the things that make a good neighbour
So next time you pass a stranger or friend
Just give a smile that you could lend
A neighbour is like a true friend who will guide you all
the way
Only true friends put in the time and effort to make
someone’s day
These are the things that make a good neighbour
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Matilda McCabe aged 5
Ravensdale Primary School
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Abbey
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My good neighbour recipe
Ingredients:
A sprinkle of selflessness,
20g of gratefulness,
5 Spoonfuls of smiles,
A dusting of listening,
100g of understanding,
1 litre of thankfulness,
A pinch of forgiveness,
1 handful of kindness,
3 heaped tablespoons of quality time together,
2½ litres of caring,
Method:
Mix all of the ingredients together in a smoothie maker
and you will have a fantastic neighbour.

Age 4
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Gurjot Singh Dhir
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace is the colour of the vibrant rainbow, displaying
equality to the human race,
Peace smells like a fragrant odour of a banquet of
flowers, being whiffed by your staggered face.
Peace fells like everlasting heaven, being held in your
hands,
Peace looks like an endless light, being held in your
hands.
Peace sounds like a screeching silence, purifying your
ears,
Peace tastes like a jar of sweetened honey, destroying
all your fears.
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Kiran Ram
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Lockdown
My name is kiran and I’m in lockdown
My friend is bobby who is not a round
I spend hours and hours playing hide and seek
And at the end no one to meet
For weeks and weeks we’ve had no school
I really thought it was so cool
Now I’ve played every game I can find
I’m ready to go back to school to help my mind

Age 4
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Marcelina (4S)
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Nice Neighbour
For your neighbour lend an eye,
Show them you want to be kind,
They have worries we must understand.
Show love and care for them,
For your neighbour show respect,
When they're troubled help protect,
If they’re scared help them through,
Care gives smiles from you,
Show them you have time,
We must always be kind.
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virajdeep singh dhillon
Seva School
Coventry

peace
peace sounds soothing and relaxing, every time you
create peace god will bless you. You will not have a
painful life, with peace you will be loved. If you end
violence you will be given immortality

Age 4
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Age 5

Picture by Charlotte Barnett aged 5
Ravensdale Primary School
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Elijah Mooneegan
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My Good Neighbour James
Covid Came
But James
Is always Up
For a Cup
Of tea and Jam
With a side of Ham
Although we have to Social Distance
I know he’s always here for any Assistance
My good neighbour James
When this is over, we can play lots of Games

Age 5
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Age 6

Rohan Siggers aged 6
Ravensdale Primary School
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Amber Kaur Singh
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Sparkly peace
Be so happy that,
when other people look at you,
they become happy too.
Let your unique awesomeness
and positive energy
inspire confidence in others.

Age 6
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Caila Scott
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

What Can Neighbours Be?
Neighbours can be nice so be nice to them.
Neighbours can be friendly so always be a friend.
Neighbours can be talking so always stop to talk.
Neighbours can be sad so keep them in your thoughts.
Neighbours can be faraway so give them all a wave.
Neighbours can be listening so never misbehave.
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Griffin
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Caring for others
And asking if anyone needs help.
Respecting others inside your house.
No visiting in the rooms.
Giving things to others.
Family love.
Others were writing letters.
Such lovely presents.
The kindness
And lines to stop you going too close.

Age 6
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Hana Virdee
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Loving Neighbours
Neighbours are happy together, they are friends with
each other.
They are really loving, but they cannot see each other.
When they meet again, they will wait till the virus has
gone and hug each other.
Because they need to be safe and because they need
each other.
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Ilmaa
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Being kind
Being kind
Enjoying helping
I love my family
Neighbours help
Giving gifts
Caring for family
And playing games
Remembering what you are told
Never be mean to your elders
Going to visit your family in lockdown
Other people need help
Respect elders
Eager to play with each other
Talking to each other
Helping family
Empathy for others
Really loving
Saving others
And help other
Never boast to others
Making crafts with family
I love my family
Love everyone
You are family

Age 6
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Ilmaa
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Learning new games
Learning new games
Pancakes for my family in lockdown
Sleeping and watching the telly.
Goat feeding.
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Imogen Galloway
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Love your friends and family
Get together with your friends and family.
Be kind and helpful to other people.
Don’t be bad ever be nice instead.
Never, never, never be bad.
Love, love, love, love.

Age 6
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Jemimah
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Finding help for others
Finding help for others
And caring for people
Managing to give presents
I am baking cookies
Love each other
You are my friend.
You are a nice friend.
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Layna
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Caring for cousins
Caring for cousins
And caring for and helping others
Ring our phone
In your home.
Give my family presents.
Family are the best.
My friends are nice and really kind.
Family are the best.
And I love you very much.
Mum and dad are the best in the world.
Life is good.
You are very very very very very nice.

Age 6
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Liam Worrall
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Narwhal neighbours
There once were two narwhals that lived next door
One was rich and one was poor
So he gave him money
for a pot of honey
He was so kind
and he did not mind
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Mia Jessop
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbourliness
Neighbours should be caring,
Enjoying each others company,
Interested in supporting each other,
Grateful for their friendship,
Helping each other,
Bringing one another medicine when we are sick,
Offering a helping hand,
Understanding when they need help,
Respecting one another,
Laughing together,
Inviting each other for biscuits and cake,
Neighbours should be nice,
Enjoy having fun together,
Start a friendly conversation and
Sharing a smile and kind word.

Age 6
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Olivia Poynton
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours
In our street there are lots of nice neighbours
They are really kind and help us with favours
Mandy showed me some dolls and that’s what she gave
us
They wished us good luck when mum was in labour
Lockdown is hard and I try not to cry
With helpful neighbours the time flies by
They offer to help when we need food
Chocolate and cakes lift my mood
We are lucky to have support all around
There is always someone to turn my frown upside down
With neighbours like these we are never in need
I’m one little branch of a big family tree
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Rae
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Sharing with each other
Sharing with each other.
Helping my neighbours
and family in lockdown.
Ask for help.
Respect each other.
I respect people.
Be nice to each other.
Giving gifts to everyone.

Age 6
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Rohan Siggers
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

A Good Neighbour
A good neighbour is kind
They talk to me and laugh with me
This makes me feel happy
A good neighbour is caring
They hug me and wave to me
This makes me feel loved
My neighbour Margie always smiles
We play together
During lockdown we looked after each other
Smiling together
Clapping together
Working together
Helping my neighbours is more important than my toys
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Romeia
Howes Primary School
Coventry

FAMILY
F acetiming family
A nd calling
M ummy and daddy make pretty pictures for family
I love my family
L ooking after each other you are never alone and
Y ou are loved

Age 6

page 57

Toby Creeden
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

RECIPE FOR A GOOD NEIGHBOUR
80G OF KINDNESS
5KG OF HELPFULNESS
A SPRINKLE OF LOVE
3TBSP OF CARING
10G OF GENEROSITY
60G OF FRIENDLINESS
METHOD
1. Mix the caring with the love.
2. Add in kindness and friendliness.
3. Stir in helpfulness with generosity.
This makes a wonderful neighbour who will throw the
ball back and help feed the cats.
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Unaiza (5/6M)
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours
Chatting with my neighbours really is a treat,
Getting to know each other, because they are so sweet,
Running down the park, playing tig together.
You’re my best friend forever.
Over in the night,
I keep on my light,
Thinking about you,
Hoping to see you soon.
Neighbours really are the best,
They help you in your tests.
They brighten your day,
And make you want to play.

Age 6
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Year 1
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

REMEMBER
R ed Poppies
E veryone silent
M en died in the war
E veryone show respect
M emorial day parade
B ugle sounds in the air
E veryone say thank-you
R emember them
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Age 7

Thomas Gardiner age 7
Ravensdale Primary School

Age 7
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Achint Kaur Bahra
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace, Peace, Peace!
Peace brings love and has the sign of a dove.
End all WAR's and look after the poor.
Always be kind says my mother.
Care and be helpful to each other.
Each of us must pray together and spread PEACE in our
country forever and ever.
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Andrew Taylor
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Betty
My friend's called Betty.
She is ninety eight.
We see her on Tuesdays,
And I just can't wait.
We chat together
And laugh out loud,
Discuss the weather
And tell her all about.
I wish that our
Fun time never ends.
Good Neighbours Coventry'
Has made us friends!

Age 7

page 63

Archie Lyon
St. Mary’s C of E School
Warwickshire

Smile
In these times of Covid when neighbours are stuck at
home. Smile go that extra mile.
A smile can make their day
Come what may at home we stay. until the next sunny
day
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Elly-May
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

My good neighbour recipe
Ingredients:
1 sprinkling of kindness,
A pinch of respect,
1 tablespoon of gratefulness,
Two Spoonfuls of the amazon man knocking at your
door,
50g of shopping for your neighbour,
1 handful of care,
3 heaped tablespoons of love,
1 litre of helping,
100g of hugging after lockdown,
A dusting of trustworthy friends,
Mix all the ingredients together and you will have a
good neighbour.

Age 7

page 65

Joshua Gutteridge
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

All About Peace
I said 'hello' to one of my neighbours
and he said 'hi' back
I love my town
It is peaceful and beautiful
The sun is bright in the sky
The neighbours are really kind
All thanks to God.
Please be kind to your neighbours
Because your neighbours might feel upset.
Kindness is neighbourliness.
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Leeson-Cole Mullan
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

A Year with A Difference
The year of 2020 has been very different this year
Supposed to be full of celebrations and cheer
The world has been in lockdown since spring
Not being able to see your family you can only give
them a ring
There have been many restrictions put in place
Such as keeping your distance and leaving a space
We will all get through this in the end
Working together the world as one friend
If we just stick to the rules and all do our best
We will save many lives and protect the NHS
The world has come together as one
Let’s all help each other until the virus has gone
Working at home and seeing family on zoom
It is just not the same doing this from your room
Lets all as one sit back and prey
That this horrible virus goes away
The most important thing to me
Is Love, kindness and family

Age 7
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Liliana Noga
Ravensdale Primary school
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My Neighbours
My neighbours Are Lovely,
My neighbours Are kind,
They always say “hello”
And wave me “goodbye “
My neighbours Are funny,
They do make me laugh,
When I’m sad They say “Liliana chin up”
Be friends with your neighbours,
It’s good to be nice....
One day You may need to borrow some rice :-)
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Lucas Stanford
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Every Thursday
Every Thursday I clapped and cheered for the NHS with
my neighbours.
I waved and smiled to new and old faces, we could not
go places but we could see our neighbours.
We made new friends with people we would meet on
our street.
Lockdown was long and boring at times but now in the
mornings when I am walking there is more talking with
my neighbours.

Age 7
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Age 8
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Alex
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbours are kind
Every neighbour is respectful
Good neighbours are caring
Hello says your neighbour bring nice treat
On the grass chatting to your neighbours
Under neighbours emotions
Respect your neighbours
Sing to your neighbours

Age 8

page 71

Amara
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

A wonderful neighbour
Be kind to your neighbour,
Show them respect
Give them bear hugs,
They have rights we must protect,
When they need you,
Give up your time once in a while,
Make them loud,
And make them sad,
Go and be helpful,
If they are mad,
Calm them down.
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Amara Gill
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Lockdown Neighbours
I am a neighbour,
I'm sure everyone is,
Some neighbours are cruel,
But some full of FIZZ,
We came out for the NHS,
At eight in the evening,
And we clapped away,
To show our appreciation,
We played games over the fence,
Which sometimes got to intense,
Which to me didn't make any sense,
Were in lockdown,
Sat in our front gardens chatting away,
Asking if COVID -19 is here to stay

Age 8
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Arjun
Stivichall Primary school
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

A brilliant Neighbour
Be generous to your neighbour,
It’s a nice thing to do,
Because if your kind,
Your neighbour will be kind to you.
Be honest to your neighbour,
Show them you care,
So when your friendship are broken.
They will be easy to repair.
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Arthur
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Thank you soldiers
Soldiers died, people cried,
Poppies fly and they are heroes
to us every day we think about them
Because of the poppies.

Age 8
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Aruuie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Soldiers die
Soldiers die, some survive
and we forgive those who have died.
Poppies fly, soldiers die
but innocent people forgive for good.
Battles gave things which are really dangerous like
Bombs dropping from the sky.
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Ben P
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Thank You
T he people who died for us in WWI and WWII
H itler’s evil plan to take over the world
A t your service
N o matter what, we will help
K indness will help you and me
Y ou can help by donating
O ur community
U nique soldiers

Age 8
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Bube
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppy
P oppies grew in WWII
O ur community depends on you
P eople ran away from the Germans
P eople who were soldiers were killed by them
Y ou would never want to be there
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Caitlyn
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

A friendly neighbour
For a neighbour give a hand
Just so they will understand
they have rights we must protect
So we follow them with respect
Help your neighbour in hard times
So make sure you do not lie
Always make sure you are kind
So you will have a gentle mind.

Age 8
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Calleigh
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Always playing together no doubt about that
Neighbours
Always sharing food and love
Neighbours
Always saying hello on the way to school
And on the way back
Neighbours
Shouting out the window
Neighbours
Neighbours are the best
Yes yes yes
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Cassie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Soldiers die to save our lives
Soldiers die to save our lives
Soldiers die in Flanders field
There is only one poppy that you love
Remember the day that the person you loved died
Soldiers fight for our lives
Soldiers die but some might live
Poppies grow and blow in Flanders field

Age 8

page 81

Deliah Neat
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

We cry when soldiers die
We cry when soldiers die
We cry when people die
We matter when they die
We love them so much.
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Dory
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies are important
Poppies are important
Because the soldiers died in the war
We celebrate Remembrance Day
Because we need to respect the soldiers
That died for us
We need to celebrate Remembrance Day.

Age 8

page 83

Eleanor
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

In the flower bed
In the flower bed
Where people
Carefully
Lay the switch
Around and remember
The people who died.
Thank you to the people who had to go to war and
survived
Thank you for the poppies and the people that were in
the war.
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Eliza
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies poppies
Poppies poppies
On the ground
Poppies growing every where
Poppies when soldiers die poppies ow poppies
You are the best all the time

Age 8

page 85

Ella age not certain
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbours are handsome and beautiful
They are brilliant and kind
The neighbours play with me
I like the neighbours playing with me
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Ellie & Darcie
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

My Neighbours
My Neighbours are caring,
And they are sharing.
They are very kind,
They have a thoughtful mind.
When I feel down,
They are always around.
They check up on me,
And make me a cup of tea.
They cheer me up with their tales of what has been
going on,
Oh how much I miss them when they face gone.

Age 8
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Elliott
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies shine in moon light
Poppies shine in moon light
And daylight they shine as bright as a shooting star in
space
When they come down they shine all day
When it is night time they shine even brighter
When you find one you will have luck all day
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Emilia
Stivichall Primary school
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Nice neighbour
Never be rude,
Every day be caring,
If their worried cheer them up,
Give them offers,
Help them when they're having a hard time,
Be considerate,
Often have little chats,
Understand their needs,
Remember to be kind.

Age 8
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Evan
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Those who gave there lives
Those who gave there lives,
Have been thanked very good
And now lie in Flanders fields
No souls but they are not forgotten
Consumed under dancing poppys
You may think it was silly
Out and about in the blitz
Under ground they still lie
happy in there sleep.
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Evie M
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace to the soldiers that died
Peace to the soldiers that died
in the war,
Our lives depended on you
Poppies grew on the battle field as
a sine to remember you
Please remember us as a sine
That we wouldn’t be alive without
you
You saved us from the Germans
so we are thanking you.

Age 8
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Evie S
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppys
Poppys represents souls who have died.
Poppys grown on row and row.
We respect with all of our love.
Thank you for all of your service.
Thank you for the poppys.
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Eyad
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours are playful
Neighbours are playful
Neighbours are friendly
Neighbours are carding
Neighbours are like a cloud in the sky
Neighbours are the best

Age 8
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Ezekiel Jenkins
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

It was only in our favour
I see a poem in the sky
out of the window,
up high
about all our neighbours
and gifting them all in our favours
and it goes and goes and goes like this...
When the virus came our way,
the Government reacted saying "stay away"
but while we were all in our houses
we thought of our neighbour alone in theirs too,
so we thought of good things to do
to give to our neighbour
and it was only in our favour.
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Florance
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

A Wonderful neighbour
A good neighbour might need a hand,
So show them that you understand,
You should give them respect,
And always protect,
When your neighbour cares,
Go help repairs,
If they need it to help them through,
Always be kind too.
Give your neighbour a smile,
Spend some time with them for a while.

Age 8
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Grace
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies grow on the ground
Poppies grow on the ground
On the ground they grow and grow
Poppies represent rembrence
Poppies poppies grow on the ground
Yesterday’s hero save us from the war to help
us today
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Hajran (3/4M)
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

My good neighbour recipe
Ingredients:
A sprinkle of smiles,
A pinch of care,
1 handful of respect,
1 litre of loyalty,
50g of forgiveness,
A dusting of delivering,
100g of thankfulness,
3 heaped spoons of shopping,
18 Spoonfuls of kind words,
Method:
Mix all of the ingredients together you have an
awesome neighbour.

Age 8
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Imani Din
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbourliness
Bible teach us love your neighbours
as you love yourself
God will bless you when you help
Feed them with an apple pie
When they are little shy
When they see our serious face
They try to solve our case
Mummy shares a chicken curry
When she sees Steve a little worry
We always try our very best
To minimise the sound and stress
When we need a little care
Sam and Steve are always there
lockdown got people so much scare
Their hearts are always full of fear
Covid keeps families, friends apart
Neighbours give a reason to restart
What else I ask you God
Stay happy and bless you loads
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Indy Kent
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

The people who died in the war
The people who died in the war
Happiness is wherever you go
And thank you for forgiving the are sins you gave us
Now let us remember the people who died
Keep me close to you
You saved are lives
Our lives depend on you
Until the war ended you saved us

Age 8
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Iqraa
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours are helpful in different ways
Neighbours are helpful in different ways
Every time when we are in need
Interesting in any way
Good neighbours are spectacular
Helping and doing a good deed
Buying our shopping when we are sick
Our friendship means a lot
Understanding and thoughtful
Remember, Remember friendship forever
Sharing is caring every time
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Iqraa-2
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbours are friendly
Neighbours are respectful
Together we so fine
We help each other when we’re in need
We know when we do a good deed
Neighbours are sharing
Always finding new ways to be caring
We chat to each other when we are sad
Neighbours are the opposite of bad

Age 8
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Isaac
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies grow in the misty
Poppies grow in the misty
row you must remember the
11th of November
Soldiers fire bullets and bombs
aeroplanes crash into the dreaded tanks
people try to shelter from
pilots and you must
remember the 11th November
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Jack
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

Never mean neighbour
Never be careless,
Exquisite qualities are needed,
If necessary always help,
Go do something for them,
Honesty is nice,
Be friendly to them,
Offer them treats,
Understand their rights,
Rely on them if you're in danger.

Age 8
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Jeevani
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Empathetic neighbour
Neighbours are one of a kind,
I think you will find,
If your near,
Lend an ear,
We must protect,
Be considerate and respect,
Just a smile,
For a while,
Is all they need,
And that is a good deed,
They will help you through,
So do that to,
Give them time,
And they will be fine.
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Joshua P
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbour recipe
Ingredients:
100g of helping friends,
1 handful of delivering food,
A sprinkle of presents,
9 Spoonfuls of kindness,
¾g of chasing rabbits,
10g of trusting,
½g looking after pets,
1000g of posting,
1g honestness,
Method:
Blend it, cook it and you will have
toastified fantastic neighbour.

Age 8
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Karmen
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPY
People love you
Over the fields of poppies
People prove that they are eureka
People help other people
You are special
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Kartikey Patnaik
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

The Empty Milk Bottle
I went to the fridge and opened the door
And there I saw what I was looking for
Milk! Milk! That’s what I needed!
To my mummy I proceeded
To give her the can
But it was empty again.
Mummy said to go and ask
Our neighbours for a flask
Of milk. So I went to their house
My voice was quiet as a mouse
When I asked: could I borrow some milk?
Aunt Ann’s voice was like silk.
‘Of course!’ She said, and passed me some.
“Mom makes tea!” I said. “Want to come?”
She said “Yes!” so we came home
And so we didn’t have our tea alone.
We gave them our best biscuits to eat
That afternoon was really neat!

Age 8
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Lillie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPY
People help people
Once you are there you are there
Prove that you are special
People love you
You are unique
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Maruum
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Love Your Neighbour
Neighbours are nice and caring
Everyday they come and visit
I always help my neighbours
Good neighbours are forever.
Help your neighbours
Busy like a bee I help my neighbours
Our neighbours is our friend
Unbearable to think not having neighbours
Remember your neighbours
Sharing is caring just like neighbours

Age 8
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Mary
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbours are respectful
Neighbours are playfull
Always looking after each other
Neighbours are caring
Neighbours are friendly
Always stopping to say hello
Neighbours are funny
Neighbours are entertaining
Always finding a way to help
Neighbours are thoughtful
Neighbours are shy
Always understanding what we say.
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Melvin
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Peace Poem
Neighbours are friendly
Neighbours are respectful
Always looking after each other.
Leaving good for them.
playing together and having fun.
chatting with them or making plans.
Shearing is caring so shear stuf.
respectful be respectful with them.
make friendship with each other
give money to go shopping.
And love the nabers.
and make shor you say Helo
sometimes serve them.

Age 8
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Nishanth Mundre Harsha
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Be Kind
Happy,
Be Happy, Happy, Happy,
Be selfless,
Selfless, Selfless, Selfless,
Be Kind,
Kind, Kind, Kind,
Be Happy,
Be Selfless,
Be Kind,
Be Generous to your neighbour.
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Noah Healey
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My Community
Our selfless neighbours are all very caring,
We look after each other with friendship and sharing.
We are different ages, with different faces,
From different cultures and different races.
Firstly with Covid and soon isolation,
a terrible virus sweeping our nation.
We pulled together to make us stronger,
and work as a team so we could conquer.
On Thursdays we clapped from our doorsteps,
to thank the NHS for their hard work and sweat.
We have bought each other flowers, cakes and a curry,
For no Euro's, Wasps, Olympics or Murray.
Soon this will be over but our friendship will remain,
Knocking and hugging and laughing again.

Age 8
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Noah R
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Soldiers die
Soldiers die,
butterflies fly
people cry,
Everybody sigh.
Soldiers spirits lie up in heaven
where they are happy.
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Noah. H
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPY
People who fought in the war.
On the 11th of the 11th of 11th the 1st war ended.
Poppys grew on the battlefields after the war.
People died every day in the war.
Year after year we remember the war.

Age 8
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Olivia
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Pity poppys dancing around and around
Pity poppys dancing around and around
Only the poppys you love praise its name
People die, soldiers die, but poppys fly.
People drop bombs, people do cry.
You die for us. But you do spin.
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Peyton
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

NEIGHBOURS! ARE THE BEST!
Neighbours are kind.
Neighbours are caring.
always finding a way to help
Neighbours are respectfull
Neighbours are Child friendly
Neighbour's children play with you.
Endless sun.
In covid 19 we buy each other food.
Good friendship for a lifetime.
Helpfull neighbours look after your children.
Buying medicine when we are sick.
Opposite of evil is us together
Unkind neighbours are the opposite of us.
Remember to be kind to we your neighbours
Sharing is caring

Age 8
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Poppy H
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

A good neighbour
My good neighbour recipe
Ingredients:
25g of listening,
A pinch of kindness,
A jug of smiles,
100g of gratefulness,
50g of loyalty,
A litre of pet feeding,
5 litres of thankfulness,
1 bond of happiness,
60g of kind words,
2 litres of caring,
Method:
Stir well and bake and you'll have a great neighbour
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Reon Fofuleng
Ravensdale Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Neighbourliness
Lockdown has been a time when we have appreciated
more than ever
the importance of good neighbours in bringing
assistance and peace
to other people’s troubled lives.
My neighbours are very good and we are best of
friends.
We have been having parties, playing indoors and
outdoors games together.
We check on each other on almost a daily basis.
Since we are humans, we sometimes have
misunderstandings with each other
but at the end, we make up and become friends again
in order to make the world a better place for each other.

Age 8
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Samuel
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

THANK YOU
T hat people in the way we pray
H ouses were destroyed by bombs
A nd we remember the soldiers
N ow we think about the
K neeling to soldiers who died.
Y ou think about the poppies
O ver the field of poppies
U ntil think about the 4000 dead people
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Sunni
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember
R emember
E leventh of November
M ilitary
E
M iss
B arracks
E scape
R elationship

Age 8
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Toby
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

The soldiers that died
T he soldiers that died,
H ad risked their lives,
A nd thankyou to them for protecting us all,
N o poppies would be growing without you all,
K eep helping us and we will help you.
Y ou are the best people I will ever know,
O ver all of us,
U nder your grave you bodies lie with
poppies all around in Flanders fields.
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Age 9

Angel Parekh age 9
Ravensdale Primary School

Age 9
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Amayah
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies
Remember those who have died.
Always take your pride.
On the 11th of the 11th day
Lest we forget, some may say.
Think of those who have lost their lives
fighting but now they lie.
Poppies. Poppies. Buy them poppies.
Place them in your trollies.
Lest we forget.
Think of memories we get.
Rest in Peace.
War may cease.
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Angel Parekh
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Neighbourliness
In this pandemic called Covid-19,
Wash your hands and stay clean.
Wave from a distance and give a smile,
in good time it will all be worth while.
Neighbourliness is all about a revival of
unity, courage and curiosity.
Be helpful, considerate and kind,
in this strange, worrying time.
Call a neighbour to ask if they're alright,
a helping hand with 'shopping' or a gesture
of 'flowers' is always polite.
Wash your hands and wear a mask, as this
is not a difficult task.
Follow the rules and do what's right,
In the end it'll all be alright!

Age 9
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Archie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember
R emember soldiers who died for us
E very day families cry in Flanders
M ass crosses day
E very year remember who died for us
M ake god proud
B e respectful
E very 11-11 be faithful
R emember
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Ava
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a good neighbour
A tea spoon of generosity
A cup of good deeds
A table spoon of respect
20 grams of sharing
3 pinches of kindness
40 ml of love
Firstly, pour a generosity into to a bowl,
Secondly, mix in a cup of good deeds
Next, add a table spoon of respect
Then, put in 20 grams of sharing
After, that, get three pinches of kindness
Add 40 ml of love
Finally, mix all together and you have created a good
neighbour

Age 9
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Beth
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember
R emember remember
E leventh of November
M ournful sighs and a two minute silence on the
E leventh of November
M ournful howls were in the crowds
B ut it’s all over now
E very penny counts to support
R emember remember remember
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Caleb
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

End of world war one
End of world war one
Remember the eleventh
Lest we forget them
All the soldiers fought
Many of the soldiers died
Lest we forget them
Remembering them
Soldiers fought for years and years
Lest we forget them

Age 9
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Callum
Howes Primary School
Coventry

How to be a good neighbour
Ingredients
Hint of generosity
Teaspoon of caring
Pint of respect
30g of sharing
500ml of Good deeds
A table spoon of kindness
Method
Firstly pour 500ml of good deeds.
After that sprinkle a hint of generosity.
Thirdly tip 30g of sharing, then thoroughly
Stir all of them together
Next add a tablespoon of kindness
Finally add a teaspoon of caring, mix it
Together to make the prefect neighbour
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Carter Boparan
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace didn't live until the war ended
Enemy hiding all across the battlefield
Anxious men firing guns to free people from war
Conflict lasting six years: 1939-1945
Ending in victory against Nazi Germany

Age 9
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Coby
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember remember the 11 of November
Remember remember the 11 of November
End of the war
Many families died
Everyone counts
My life counts
Be remembered
Every poppy reminds where they died
Remember the people who died
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Danielle
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remembering the people
Remembering the people
Each and everyone
Meaning so much to us
Each and everyone
Making sure people are safe
Being sure it won’t happen again
Everyone means so much
Remembering those people

Age 9

page 133

Dianna
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the people who died for us
Remember the people who died for us
End the wars
More soldiers will die
Every dead body marked by a poppy
More dead bodies more poppies more sadness
But every 11th November be silent
Remember everything
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Douglas
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Let’s not forget
Let’s not forget
Eleventh day
On the eleventh hour
The Eleventh month
We remember them
Remember remember them
Let’s not forget them
They fought for your years
We remember them today
Let’s not forget them

Age 9

page 135

Emily Woolford
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Making new friends
When lockdown began way back in March,
We said goodbye to our friends, as the school gates
closed,
We sat at home and painted a rainbow arch,
As the rules were imposed, through the window we
nosed.
One of our neighbours started a WhatsApp group,
We shared photos of ourselves keeping fit with Joe
Wicks,
Our health was important, so kept people in the loop,
Home schooling began and we shared our website top
picks.
We put teddy bears in windows for local children to
find,
Daily bike rides and walks became life’s new trends,
People donated to food banks to help and be kind,
We smiled and waved to our new neighbourhood
friends.
The NHS were doing a fantastic job,
We showed them support by clapping at the door,
We missed our close family, making us sob,
But the mini community grew more and more.
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Emily W
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Of what we remember
Of what we remember
of the people who died for us
It was so nice to do that
but we need to think back
On what they have done for us
It was so nice
It is very sad
But it is OK
Because they will have so much fun
up in heaven
And you will see them again
and you might see someone
That you love or
if they're your friend
Thanks for reading me
Bye.
Love is real.

Age 9
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Emmy
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

We Remember
Every year we remember the ones who died
We will try to reflect
The ones who died should be praised for saving us
You may be lost a family member
You lost some of your family
Well, be proud of what they did.
Could you do that?
So reflect to remember
What they did
That’s better than me
We will remember them
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Eszter
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

The 11th November
The 11th November is the day we remember
When you think about the wars that have past
It may have passed but people still suffer
They don’t want another war.
They are know by a poppy we pay for

Age 9
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Femi
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

Neighbouriliss
Neighbours are sweet
And they are really a treat.
Talking with neighbours is really not hard.
I talk I say hello,
They’re the kindest people I know.
You laugh and play,
At home you stay.
Neighbours are the best,
They help you when you’re stressed.
They're really the best,
They’re welcome to be my guest.
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Florence
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppys
remember the people
who died for us on
11 november have a
two minute silence
at 11 o’cklock
the popies represent the
dead bodys. In the first
world wore 100000 people
died from saving us
always stop and think about
the people who died

Age 9
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George
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a good neighbour
Ingredients
* A cup of love
* A teaspoon of comfort
* A tablespoon of generosity
* 100 ml of Helpfulness
* A pinch of joy
Method
First all, a cup of love,
Then put in a teaspoon of comfort,
Next add a tablespoon of generosity,
After that pour in 100ml of helpfulness,
Finally sprinkle in a pinch of joy,
This is how you make a good neighbour
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Grade
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remembering those who died for us
Remembering those who died for us
Enimies aproching cheating wars
Making and trying to make the war end
End of peace lost family and homes getting forced out
Brave men lost their lives so others coud keep theres
Empty homes getting destroid by the war
Really hard lives for people in the wars
Air force and army serving people in wars today
Navy helping in the war
Coming into peace
Everyone having two minutues silence at 11° clock
in the 11th month 11th day

Age 9
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Imule
Howes Primary School
Coventry

How to make a good Neighbour
Ingredients
* A teaspoon of caring
* A20gs of Respect
* A pinch of Good listening
* A cup of Generosity
* 300ml of Sharing
* A bowl of helpfulness
Method
First, pour a teaspoon of caring
Secondly, mix in 20gs of Respect
Then, sprinkle in a pinch of Good listening
Next, pour a cup of Generosity
Then, mix in 300ml of sharing
Finally, drop in a bowl of helpfulness
There you have a good neighbour
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Isaac Hart
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace is quiet
Peace is calm
Like being the only animal
On a farm
Peace is quiet
Peace is calm
Peace is the opposite
Of my noisy alarm
Peace is quiet
Peace is calm
Peace can never mean
Any harm
Peace is calm
Peace is quiet
Peace is the opposite
Of a noisy riot

Age 9
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Isia C
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the 11th of November
Remember the 11th of November
End of the World War I
Most who died during the World War.
Everyone was mournful.
Many families lost Dads and husbands.
But even though it's over,
even though it is the past
we still have to remember them.
Remember them for ever.
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Isia I
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the air force
Remember the air force the army and the
Navy
Evening light in the day light Plant some poppies
in your garden
Many people have laise money
Elegant poppies on KMS ties thank
you for your purchase
Memarys of those sad days
Buy your poppies to raise
Ember red flowers on their graves
Red poppies to buy only for a pound

Age 9
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Isla Taylor
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the 11th of November
Remember the 11th of November.
End of great war 1,
Millions of lives fell,
Everyone remember those who slipped away
Make them loved
But even though it is over, lives still fall
Run with the torch
And don't drop it!
Now run with pride!
Can you remember?
Every soldier that laid down their life
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Ivy
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Thanks
Thanks
Many people died
We love you
Thank you
You saved us
You made me smile
Help me shine
We love you
2 minute silence
don't be sad
11 o'clock
on the 11th November
today's the day
RIP in my heart
always by my side

Age 9
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Jacob
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

November Eleventh
November Eleventh
On the eleventh day
Soldiers died in the world war
Poppies will grow now
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James
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

People who die
When people die,
We all know why,
Because of world war I
Where poppies grow,
We all know,
People lost their lives there
We all remember,
The people who die,
Let the lie in peace
Soldiers who die there,
And people who cry there,
They will stay with us
FOREVER

Age 9
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Jamie Mcgurk
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My Neighbours
Hilder to the left Fraser to the right
my two closet neighbours but the full street is tight.
Hilders in her twilight years we all like to make a fuss
everyone keeps an eye on her I am sure she misses the
hugs.
While Fraser is big and strong the girls like the way he
looks
but when the virus came it stopped us all just the same.
Thursday nights at our doorsteps clapping in support
jean said the spirit reminded her of the war.
As the days turned to weeks we all got a little bored
but Hilda still made us cakes and left them on her wall.
2020 made us realise what matters to us all family
friends
and neighbours will get us through it all
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Joel H
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPIES
Poppies grow,
On the eleventh of November,
People died fighting for freedom,
Protect us when hurt
In Flanders field,
Everything is saved,
Save peoples lives.

Age 9
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Joey
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My neighbours
My neighbours are special,
We live on a street called Stanley Road,
The houses are terraced and very old.
We know one another oh so very well,
We met in lockdown and it became a magic spell.
My neighbours are great.
Scooting up and down with neighbours having fun.
Chatting on our doorsteps till long after the day is done,
When they felt like nothing to do.
Neighbours are there to help you.
My neighbours are friends,
We used to be strangers just quick little greetings,
Now we are celebrate all sorts of mating's,
Bank holiday, Halloween, Christmas and New year are
all time all times when we laugh together and cheer.
We look at the future with nothing to fear.
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Kiran Kaur Johal
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Neighbourliness
Nice to see you neighbour,
Everything is alright,
I hope you are well,
Go and say "Hello",
Have a good day,
Bring laughter to your neighbours,
Open the door with a smile,
Unite together, Run together,
Laugh and love,
Inspire each other,
Never forget to be kind,
Enjoy each other's company,
Stop to say "Good Morning ",
Save each other from Covid-19.

Age 9
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Krishan Patel
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

NEIGHBOURLINESS IN LOCKDOWN (2020)
We entered the year, with not a care in the world,
Few knew that in the shadows a coronavirus swirled,
It was Covid-19 that put us in total lockdown,
Schools out, work from home, everywhere, a ghost
town,
Our world became our neighbourhood,
Staying at home, for the greater good,
Looking out for vulnerable people,
Assuring it was above board, and legal
Essential supplies over the garden fence,
No need to worry about the pounds and pence,
Regular moments of joyful togetherness,
Helped with the inevitable loneliness,
Thursday, 8pm, together apart, everyone was sighted,
Clapping for our carers and key workers united,
Who knew neighbours could be so nice,
Previously having only spoken to them once or twice.
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Kyzer
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a Good Neighbour
Ingredients
• A cup of kindness
• A pinch of respect
• A teaspoon of generosity
• 25g of sharing
• 50ml of Equality
• A pint of comfort
Method
Firstly, add a spoon of kindness
Secondly, mix in a pinch of respect
Nest, stir a spoon of generosity
Then, sprinkle 25g of sharing in.
After that, gently add 50ml of Equality
Finally, stir in thoroughly a pint of comfort
Now mix it in then welcome yourself
A brilliant neighbour.

Age 9
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Livia
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

REMEMBER
Remember all those who died.
Even though we all cry.
Most of us saw the poppies
Every 11th day and month.
Me and you take two minutes to remember
Best of luck for those soldiers in heaven.
Even though they all go creeping.
Remember the poppies which grew on the dead.
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Lola-Michelle
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbourliness
In 2020 the world went mad,
It made everybody feel terribly sad.
The world was hit by a horrible virus,
We weren’t allowed to have anyone by us.
During these unprecedented times,
People were terribly lonely,
They relied on their neighbours,
To make them feel homely.
Some people weren’t allowed to pop to the shops,
To buy toilet roll, pizza and a packet of hobnobs.
The nation came together like never before,
With everyone clapping at the door.
With everything that has hit us it hasn’t been easy,
It’s a time we don’t want to savour,
But we couldn’t of got through it without the love of
our neighbour!

Age 9
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Lucy M
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

RIP
Sorry for those who died
Sorry for those who cried
Remember, remember the 11th of November.
Sorry for those who died
Sorry for those who denied
than you for those who survived.
Sorry but bye.
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Nancy
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Lest we forget
For those who died at war
Who opened the door
That gave their lives to mothers and wives
For those who died
Who will revive
That helped us protect the law
Against Adolf Hitler we closed the door.
Bombs booming at night
Along with sirens, what a fright
Winston Churchill saves the spotlight
Forever and more poppies galore.

Age 9
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Nathanel
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Resting for two minutes
Every war is special
Many families lose their members
Every poppy for sale
Most soldiers died
Being respectful
Every man counts
Remembrance day is special
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Oscar Hart
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours
Neighbours are kind
Neighbours are caring
Neighbours are there for support and for sharing
Neighbours are great
Neighbours are loud
Neighbours can sometimes make you feel proud
Neighbours are friends
Neighbours can be lonely
Neighbours can be happy and sometimes be phoney
Neighbours are friendly
Neighbours can be happy
Neighbours can be jolly and sometimes
be snappy
Neighbours can be a lot of things
and sometimes more
they are the people that can help you
right outside your door.

Age 9
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Risha surpal
Seva School
Coventry

My neighbour
My neighbour is kind
my neighbour is friendly
my neighbour is a senior citizen
my neighbour is care-free
my neighbour is a great gardener
my neighbour is wonderfully nice
my neighbour is a great person
MY NEIGHBOUR IS....
PEACFULL!!!!!:)
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Sahib Singh
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace is when the world is asleep,
Peace is when the children won’t weep,
Peace is when harmony fills the air,
Peace is when people care,
Peace is when the wars end,
Peace is when people make amends,
Peace is when the waters are still,
Peace is when humans aren’t put against their will,
Peace is when racism flies away,
Peace is when every day is a great day,
Peace is when everyone holds hands,
Peace is when we can all set foot on the same lands,

Age 9
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Senaya
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

You must remember
You must remember
All the brave that died for you
Will be by your side.
Soldiers lay down their heads and
when time went by poppies grew
War is over but we remember.
Many people died.
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Shemika
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a Good Neighbour
A cup of respect
A teaspoon of sharing
A tablespoon of helpfulness
50ml of caring
A pinch of kindness
A bowl of love
Method
Firstly, add in a cup of respect
Secondly, mix in well a teaspoon of sharing
Then, put in a tablespoon of helpfulness
Next, pour in 50ml of caring
After that, sprinkle in a pinch of kindness
Mix it all together and that's how you make a good
neighbour

Age 9
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Siri-sahib Kaur
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

my poem on peace
Peace is kindness and the kindness to care
peace is wonderful and no evil or spite
Peace feels like the only might
Peace we believe is the way to right
Peace we achieve on the inside and outside
Peace is to share care and be nice
Peace is to do no evil and do the right
Peace is to have no despair
And peace is to share
Peace is to have no violence and to be nice
Peace is to take the right advise
And neighborliness is to have righteousness and
friendliness(by Siri-sahib Kaur)
Class 5s
Year 5
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Summer
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a good neighbour
Ingredients
A cup of caring
A teaspoon of sharing
A pinch of loving
50ml of respect
20g of helpfulness
Method
Firstly, pour in a cup of caring
Secondly put a pinch of loving in
Next put in 50ml of respect
Then put in a teaspoon of sharing
After that put in 20g of helpfulness
Finally mix it all together and then you have a good
neighbour

Age 9
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Tawny
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember to remember
Remember to remember
Eleven o'clock silence
Many people affected
Everyone tried hard
Many lives lost
Bear in mind the people who fought
Every poppy means something
Remember those who died for us.
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Theo
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Recipe for a good neighbour
Ingredients
A cup of respect
A teaspoon of caring
A pinch of sharing
20g of helpfulness
50ml of kindness
Method
Firstly, pour in a cup of respect
Secondly, add a pinch of sharing
Then mix in 20g of helpfulness
After that add a teaspoon of caring
Next, add 50ml of kindness
Finally mix it together to get a good neighbour

Age 9
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Theo
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the ones who died
Remember the ones who died
Everyone lets remember their pride
Making everybody proud
Every minute silence, don't be loud
Making poppies for the good
Be the understood
Remember the ones who have died
And come don't be shy
Nonsense, let's remember fly
Come join us, if you don't I don't know why
End now wars, let's not break down doors
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Thomas
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember, remember
Remember, remember the 11th of November.
We wear poppys to remember when people died
in World War I and World War II.
Everyone was mournful.
Most soldiers died in the war to protect us.
But even though it's over
witnesses still suffer
filling up with other sadness.
We should still wear poppys
because its still going on.

Age 9
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Tobias
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

THE SOLDIERS
The winners of war.
The makers of peace.
The protectors from harm.
The kind and thoughtful people
protecting us from death.
Sacrifical caring people fighting for us
and the people in our country.
Smart and thoughtful people.
Life saving people ready to fight
for people and the country.
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Trae Farell
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the Soldiers
Remember the soldiers
All the things they did for you
The eleventh day
Think about it
Remember those who helped us
They were by our side
The poppies help us
The poppies never forget
Poppies remember

Age 9
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Tyler
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember the soliders
R emember the soliders
E very body remembers
M any soliders died
E ven the soldiers remember
M ore wars are going on
B ut poppies still grow
E very one is sad
R emember everybody
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Zarifa Zauari
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My neighbours next door
My neighbours, my neighbours, they love to jog,
In the morning, they’re off to their job,
They always say hello, and I wave back,
And when they're on their jog, they go to the tracks,
Every day, when they come home,
I always greet them saying YOUR HOME!
My neighbours, my neighbours, they are so kind,
I wish I could come home at the same time,
I say "My neighbours, my neighbours, I can't say
goodbye, but when they smile I smile too,"
So if anyone asks me who are the kindest people I
know, then I would say my family first but my
neighbours number two.

Age 9
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Zoe Aspinall
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

The Bright Spark
There once was a girl who saw a spark
Down the road in a local park
Behind the spark was a man shivering in the draught
she knew this man he lived near the path
she phoned her mum to pick her up from the park
so she didn’t walk home in the dark
she sat on her sofa under her blanket
she thought of the man in the cold
she walked to the park alone, she was bold
to give the man a blanket so he wasn’t cold
kindness is how I’d describe it
it doesn’t cost a penny in your heart you’ll find it
so now the man is not cold, and he thought to himself
what a lovely girl.
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Age 10

Navtej Vetsa aged 10
Coundon Primary School

Age 10
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Aaryana
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace is Love
Loves comes from the heart not from the lips
Joy comes from laughter not from anger
Honesty comes from mind not from behind
Cherishing comes from remembrance and not forgetting
it
And tossing all of the memories away
Friendship comes from harmony not just laughing and
holding hands on the beach
Understanding comes from listening not just nodding
and saying yes
Remember everybody loves you you just need to show
them a little respect
Forgetting is forgiving
And appreciation comes from manner
Peace is having a family and hug not murder and kill
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Abdul Rehman Qazi
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Stronger together makes a good
neighbour
My very good neighbour, My very good neighbour,
Has good behaviour,
We always talk together
Just like he is my big brother.
My very good neighbour
Is the best saviour
He gives me a smile
More than once a while.
He always lends a hand,
When I don’t understand
He’s never a gun
But always the sun.
We’re stronger together
Like a brother
We share a great bond
Of whom I’m very fond.

Age 10
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Abigail
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Neighbours are friendly
Neighbours are caring and kind.
Everyday they will come say hi,
I will always take away their frown.
Good neighbours are always around,
Helping your neighbours is always nice,
Being jolly will make them smile,
Our friendship with our neighbours is important,
Unkindness ids not nice,
Really kind people are great neighbours,
Super neighbours will make you smile.
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AJ Lickorish
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

My Neighbour's dog
I’ve got a Neighbour
Who has a dog
And his dog is a Pug
Who is very yappy
But not at all sappy
Sometimes he can be
A little bit greedy
I sometimes see him on a walk
And I really wish that he could talk
I love Pugs
And I hope they love me
I hope they love their owners
Pugs are cute to me
So I’m lucky
To have a Neighbour

Age 10
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Akshika
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace begins with not hurting others
Everyone needs calmness
Peace is the blanket that covers the world with
happiness
change violence into peace
Peace starts with you!
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Alex Price
Ettington Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

HELLO FROM THE OTHER SIDE
I went outside to wave and shout “Hello”,
But wasn’t allowed to get near their house or their door.
I wanted to play with my friends from school,
Some of them being my neighbours too.
Young or old,
We were told,
Don’t leave your home,
Unless for exercise, food shopping or essential work.
We stood in front of our houses,
Giving NHS praises,
Clapping our hands every Thursday,
To show our support to nurses .... and other key workers
too!
Covid – We will defeat you!

Age 10
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Alexander
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Woe
Woe
Raid
Lest we forget
Death
Wounds
Air raid sirens
Rest in peace
Old days
Nothing left
Everything destroyed
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Alice Leonard
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

REMEMBER
R est in peace
E ternal peace
M inute of silence
E xcellent soldiers
M en in the war
B ig wreath
E very minute counts
R ed poppies bloom

Age 10
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Amandeep Saini
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is yellow like the sun
Peace smells like rose
Peace feels like freedom
Peace looks like its flying
Peace sounds like clapping
Peace tastes like sweets
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amrita
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is pure white
It smells of beautiful flowers
It feels smooth and soft
It looks like beautiful heaven
It sounds peaceful and calm
Peace tastes like sweet chocolate

Age 10
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Amy
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Please help the soldiers
Please help the soldiers
Our savers
Pray for the soldiers
Poppys fill the
Yes we say thankyou
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Antony
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies are the flowers
Poppies are the flowers that sit in the field
Oh they remind me of the fighters who couldn’t be
healed
Poppies are the things that make me smile
Poppies are the things that end us go back a while
Yes they remind us of the people who died on the field

Age 10
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Araya
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Peace is the love in your heart
Peace is the love in your heart
Peace is friendship not a battle
Peace is cherished time
Peace is a community of good will
Peace is forgiveness in faith of light not miss
communication
Peace to me is relaxing music
War is distress for innocent people
War is heartless discomfort time
War is imperious cruel time
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Areeg Osman
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace with Next Door
Me and my neighbours,
We're very close,
We talk, laugh, have fun,
I cherish those days most.
They're always there,
Whenever we're in need,
Just to lend us some sugar,
If we've ran out of dessert!
They share their fears,
and worries with us,
We'll try our best to help them,
Even if it's nothing to do with us.
Sometimes we go out to our local park,
remembering to follow social distancing rules.
Before all this we hardly knew each other,
But now we're the very best friends.
Me and my neighbours,
We're very close,
We talk, laugh, have fun,
I cherish those days most.

Age 10
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Armaan Kang
Seva School
Coventry

Peace poem
Polite
Everyone safe
All united
Compassion
Empathy
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Asher
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remember
R emember
E veryone remember
M inutes of silence
E xcellent soldiers
M en in war
B ig win
E nd the war
B ig poppies bloom

Age 10
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Aurora
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Riding out the battle
Riding out the battle
Bombs exploding everywhere
Being a hero
Sacrificing yourself for others
Fighting for justice
Remembered by everyone
Poppies blowing in the wind
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Austin Jaison
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace is bright blue and white,
It smells like flowers,
It looks like Heaven,
It feels like fluffy white clouds,
It sounds like angels flapping their wings,
It tastes like sweet honey.

Age 10
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Ava Guttridge
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace on Earth
Peace on earth is important to us,
In the street or even on the bus,
Our home town wasn't peaceful enough,
But after this hard time we have bonded allot.
Friends and family have gotten closer through zoom,
Even though we couldn't be in the same room,
What made me happy was to stare at the moon,
Feeling peace and calm and no more gloom.
Thankyou family and thankyou friends for getting me
through till lockdown ends,
'Neigborliness' made me feel this way,
Peace and kindness got me up everyday.
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Avleen Mali
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

My Neighbour
They are,
A warm, cuddly teddy bear,
A colourful, cherry rainbow,
A sweet innocent baby,
A quick, intelligent superhero,
A considerate, helpful peer,
They are not,
A sharp, snappy crocodile,
A lazy sleepy bat,
A loud wild monkey,
A sly, sneaky snake,
A boring empty box.

Age 10
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Blazej
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Peace
PEACE
peace is love
peace is trust
peace is not to fight
peace is not getting revenge
it is forgiving
peace is empathy
peace is not anger
peace is not being cruel
peace is having alliances
peace is not being
distressed
peace is having faith in
yourself
peace is not giving up
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Carys
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

The poppy bright red
The poppy bright red,
we remember the dead,
poppy grows
when the moonlight glows,
let the poppies lay,
they get brighter every day.
They would live in a den.
They were survivors,
There pray for them.

Age 10

page 201

Charlie Robert Miles
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

-NEIGHBOURSWe care for our neighbours
We help them with favours
We have always got their backs
We helped when your Wi-Fi lacked
We care for our neighbours
We help them with favours
We’re always there when we need help
We’re never not there when they need help
We shop for them when they can’t do it
We always help them a little bit
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Chloe
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poor people did to save us
Poor people did to save us
Our saviours went to battle
People risked their lives for us
Proud people saved us
You have to have 2 minutes silence

Age 10
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Christian
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Preserve every minute
Preserve every minute
Observe
Poppies to remember
Practise listening
You can help remember the poppies
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Daisy
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppy poppy
Poppy poppy
Bright as berries
Poppy poppy
Grow bright red
Poppy poppy
Remember the dead
Poppy poppy
Grow bright red

Age 10

page 205

Dexter Brooks
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Love your neighbour
Neighbours are heroes,
Neighbours are never the number zero,
Neighbours are heroes,
Neighbours are never number zero.
Neighbour always helps me,
Especially in 2020,
Neighbour always helps me,
Especially in 2020.
These are tough times,
Hopefully you can come to eat mince pies,
These are tough times,
Hopefully you can come to eat mince pies,
Thanks for doing that favour,
You are really my saviour,
Thanks for doing that favour,
You are really my saviour.
I love my neighbour,
He does me loads of favours,
I love my neighbour,
He does me loads of favours.
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Ekum Kaur Sanghera
Seva School
Coventry

The malicious virus
There was a time where we could not see our family,
It was a calamity. Now the time has passed,
But Corona still is outlast.
This is a virus,
Trust me its a crisis.
2019 it struck,
2020 it shrunk.
Now let's all be neighbourly,
At least its finished but not gracefully.
So go meet up,
But get a mask if its checked then YUP .

Age 10
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Ekum Kaur Sanghera
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is needed,
Peace should be succeeded.
Politics and policies,
These are no comedies.
We have had wars,
Which have created laws.
The world is begging for peace,
Put the world at ease.
Peace begins by just saying "please",
Just put the world at ease.
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Faith Sun
Alveston C of E primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours
Neighbours, they are so kind,
They’re always checking to see if you’re alright.
They’re the most generous people you will find,
Doing your shopping when you can’t go outside.
For everyone needs a neighbour.
Neighbours, they are right by your side,
They’re always offering something for you.
They’re a ray of light amongst the darkness.
So I think we should be thankful,
For everyone needs a neighbour.

Age 10

page 209

Fathima Awad
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Together as neighbours
If we work together as neighbours,
We can all help each other,
If you can do then a little favour
We can make the world better.
If they need a little help,
Try to spread some good,
You can give them things they need,
You can make a great neighbourhood.
If your friend is stuck on an answer,
You could give them some help
If you have an extra mask,
Give it someone who can’t ask.
I really like their generosity,
In return I give them hospitality.
If they do something nice for you,
Return the kindness back.
If we want to work together as neighbours
We can all help each other,
If you can do then a little favour,
We can make the world better
So help each other in this crisis.
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Fleur Ackerman
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Once a neighbour, always a neighbour
Put together
You might be friends forever
Love them or hate them
You’re stuck with them
Object, being
Or is it a feeling
I never had
Neighbourliness
Ask for help
I was against
I have learnt my lesson now
I won’t row
Toilet paper? I’m here
Don’t worry I’ll disappear
If a wave is all you need
I’ll give you a bunch, guaranteed
A neighbour is a neighbour, and that won’t change
They might be strange
But everyone has their faults
They are here to share your thoughts
A shoulder to cry on
And a feeling to think upon
Don’t make my mistake
Don’t be a snake
Be loving and caring
That’s what you need to do
That’s being neighbourly
That’s what you need to do
Age 10
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They don’t have to be near
Just appear
On their doorstep with a smile
And a bundle of other little joys
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Freya
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

People died to save us
People died to save us.
Over 4,000 people died
Poppies are evrywer.
People do two minets silens.
I will remember you.
Evry one would reliy on the solders
Soldiers risced ther lives for us

Age 10

page 213

Gadriel Andrews
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppys
Lest we forget, for they are in debt
For the loved ones they killed
But we can rebuild
The friendship between us.
Father forgive. Father forgive
For our loved ones always live
For we can give
Kindness
So we should not row for we should
forgive
Also say sory for all we have done
And they should forgive
Father forgive
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Gian
Seva School
Coventry

PEACE
Peace is baby blue
Peace smells like fresh daises
Peace feels like an emerald green leaf landing softly on
my hand
It looks like a blue sky
It sounds like nothing

Age 10

page 215

Grace Bourner
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire

Neighbours
Neighbours help each other out!
They’re always there for each other when they need
them.
What goes around comes around so if you are able to
help your neighbour, do it!
Maybe if you are ever in need they will offer to help
you.
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Gracie Ranger
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Blooming poppies dark red
Blooming poppies dark red make me renenber
The eleventh November the minets silence to renenber
No forgetting who died in the war
Battles happen in that awful war
The boom of boms fill my mind on 11th
November
Don’t forget the people who died in the war
Safe be our thanks to the armed solders in
the war
Rest in peace brave soldiers

Age 10
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Gurjot
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

peace
peace is white as crystals of snow
peace smells like roses made out of cherrys
it feels like silky snake
it looks like heaven
it sounds calmer than a object
it tastes like sweet ice cream
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Gursheen
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
PEACE is the yellow light that shines upon the graves
of those brave soldiers,
PEACE is the smell of poppy's that grow on the no
mans fields,
PEACE is the felling of freedom of slaves ,
PEACE looks as if the world has started a new
beginning of men living in caves ,
PEACE sounds calm and soothing of those raindrops
falling on the ground,
PEACE tastes like the water cooling you to up to down.

Age 10

page 219

Hanha Nalewajka
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies represent blood
Poppies represent blood
Only some people don’t wear poppies
Poppies grow in flanker fields
Peace on earth
You can only get red poppies
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Hannah Catto
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Peace
Peace is fair, but some don't care.
Peace comes from the heart,
it's not just a piece of act.
Without peace some people might go mad, with peace
people are rarely sad.
Peace is accepting, it's not forgetting.
Peace isn't war, it's like a lion's roar.
Peace isn't murder and death,
it's about taking a deep breath.

Age 10
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harjot
Seva School
Coventry

peace
peace is pure white
up in heaven there is no fights
up in the sky there is beautiful kites
dont worry we are all nice
you will see you loved ones in the sky
lastly there is no fights
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Harry Bean
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire

Neighbours
My neighbour is funny,
My neighbour is kind,
I like my neighbour because he is mine,
I remember my neighbour the warmth of his loving
heart,
I remember my neighbour tall but skinny but also hairy,
I remember my neighbour he used to play with me all
day and so funny,
My neighbour is sporty,
My neighbour is supportive,
I like my neighbour who ever he is,
I wonder if my neighbour has a TV,
I wonder if my neighbour has a kitty,
I wonder if my neighbour even likes kittens,
I wonder if my neighbour likes playing football,
I wonder if my neighbour even knows what a football,
My neighbour is kind and thoughtful,
I bet your neighbour is kind and thoughtful,
My neighbour is agreeing and nice,
I want my neighbour to live with me,
Why can’t my neighbour live with me,
I love him like a brother,
I wish he was my brother or my uncle or my dad but I
just wish he was my brother,
I remember when I first met my neighbour,
I remember that when my neighbour first met me he
was really nice to me even though he didn’t know me,
I remember my neighbour knows how to say November
in French because that’s the month we met.
Age 10
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Hope Davis
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppys poppys
Poppys poppys sat in the feild
people who fight for us never yeild
We take two minutes silents to show we
caer, for other people this isn’t fair
They will protect and surve there body
filled with nurve
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Huw
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Neighbours
Neighbours are caring,
Neighbours are kind.
You should always keep that in mind.
Neighbours are happy,
neighbours are fun,
they can make you laugh with a pun.
To be good neighbour you have to respect, be peaceful,
loving and considerate.

Age 10
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Irene
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace Poem
Peace makes love and kindness stay,
Peace takes hate and sadness away.
Peace brings unity and comfort,
Peace sings happiness and warmth.
In our communities we should share,
Always offer help and care,
Helping people calmly reflect,
And always politely giving respect.
Peace lets you run free,
Lets you have fun and climb every tree.
To be a neighbour don't judge,
Make people feel special and unique.
Whatever belief or faith people may have always be
kind,
As peace makes you have a clear mind.
Peace makes you feel safe,
away from all the constant strife.
Peace is hope,
Peace is respect,
Peace is joy,
Peace is the harmony we desire to bring.
Peace is what the world should be filled with.
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Isaac Woodrow
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Help to give poppies out
Help to give poppies out
to remember the
wars that are still going on
Everyone remembers people who have
died
Remember people who have died jwring
the wars
Our fields are full of lovely bright red
poppies ready to pick in France and Belgium

Age 10
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Isabel Selvin
Bilton Junior School, Rugby
Warwickshire

Nice Neighbours
People getting used to peace
but then it all seemed to cease...
COVID had came
It spread disease and gained lots of fame
People no longer allowed to meet
try to overcome a feeling that seemed impossible to beat
Was it hopes being smashed?
Temper being dashed
Love crumbling away
No, it was peace vanishing slowly day by day
The only people we can see are our neighbours
We shout from outside for hours
Sometimes we call or FaceTime
And since we are close, we have a good line.
They buy us food when they shop
When we stay isolated as we had a cough
They smile as they walk away
Leaving our shopping in our alleyway
They call us in the evening to ask if we are Ok.
We tell them we are fine.
Our friendship gets us through these hard times.
At the end of it all which I hope is near
We will visit each other with no fear
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Jamie Brown
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Peace is peace
Peace is peace, peace is good!
Peace is the best, peace made war,
War made peace!
They are the same, now go make peace,
Because peace is not black and white!

Age 10
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Jasmin
Howes Primary School
Coventry

PEACE
As peace flutters into our hearts,
the lights shine across us.
How lovely it would be
to swim around the sea.
Love is there for everyone
as we focus happily on our friends.
Friendship is about forgiveness
and laughing away with your soul mates.
What joy would we have
if it wasn't for our playmates?
Peace is the best thing that could ever happen.
And when war ends,
there will be more peace everywhere!
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Jasmin Dyal
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is pearl white,
Everything is to do with peace,
Always as calm as freedom,
Calm, free and relaxing,
Everyone can be relaxed.

Age 10
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Jay
Howes Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace is, Peace isn't
Peace is the taste of a freshly picked apple,
Peace is the sound of a newly hatched robin,
Peace is young children’s happy, sweet laughter,
Peace isn’t war, tragedy and death,
Peace isn’t the bombing of people’s homes,
Peace isn’t ruining the tranquil world,
Peace isn’t war,
Peace is happiness.
Peace is a baby’s cute, soft hands
Peace is a child’s innocent face,
Peace is having friends, close by your side.
Peace isn’t owning flashy cars,
Peace isn’t dark and destruction
Peace isn’t sinking ships and murder
Peace isn’t war,
Peace is happiness
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Jaypreet
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

peace
Peace is enchanting,
so calming and graceful,
peace is sedating,
so special and elegant,
peace is true,
so dazzling and neighborly,
peace is exiting, fresh and blazing,
peace gives freedom.

Age 10
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Jeevan
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is a blanket covering the world in the warmth of
happiness
Peace is the medicine that the whole needs
Peace is the vaccine that abolished all darkness
Peace is so pure that it looks like a pearl of holy light
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Jeevan Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is the main feature in any story,
If no-one has it no-one will have glory.
Peace is bold,
Never cold.
Peace is calm,
Never alarmed.
Peace is music,
Not with an acoustic.

Age 10
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Jeeya Sanghera
Seva School
Coventry

Lockdown
What has the world become,
Coronavirus has come,
Everyone indoors,
Doing lots of chores.
Eating lots of treats,
How fun it has been,
Watching lots of movies,
Some have been so spooky.
We've had lots of family time,
Oh how it's been sublime,
Enjoying lots of walks,
That's how we've been able to talk.
Life has changed so much,
We are not aloud to touch,
When will lockdown end,
Or will it overextend?
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Joel
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Neighbourliness
Neighbourliness
Text of Poem:
Love your neighbours as yourself,
treat them how you want to be treated.
they are welcoming and kind
and have a chat while seated.
neighbours always help each other,
they share a bond of love.
they are considerate and nice,
also peaceful like a dove.
neighbours look out for each other,
they are very caring,
and if they bake a cake,
they will be very sharing.

Age 10
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Judah W
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPY
P oor people died to save us
O ur saviours
P eople rescued us
P eople died
Y es we say goodbye
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Kaalheen Kaur Khalistani
Seva School
Coventry

WHAT IS PEACE
Peace is pure white,
it smells of fresh white daisy's,
peace feels soft and fluffy,
it looks like god,
peace sounds calm and quite,
it tastes like sweet parshaad,
peace is what the world wants...

Age 10
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Kacie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

POPPIES
Poppy help us to remember
Over 4000 people have died during this
People have 2 minutes to take time
to think about the ones who died
Poppys help us to remember those
who have been gone for a while.
In the war it was hard because
people lost loved ones.
Everyone isn't happy about this.
See people get hurt by this.
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Kalvin
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is snow soft and ivory
It smells of flowers
Peace feels truly smooth
It looks like God
Peace sounds calm just like Heaven
Peace tastes like sweet ice-cream

Age 10
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Karam Singh Kaloti
Seva School
Coventry

peace
Peace is a nice calm place.
Everthing is calm.
A medition place.
Calm and quit.
Everyone is here with me
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Kurbani Kaur Khalistani
Seva School
Coventry

peace
peace is a blanket that covers the world with
contentment,
peace is a vacuum that sucks up darkness,
peace is a medicine that the whole world needs,
peace is a light that makes the world shine,

Age 10
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Kylian
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

Peace and Neighbourliness
For all your neighbours,
lets play games in peace with no arguments.
We have the right to help elderly people
and show them kindness and respect to others.
Always care for the people who you love.
Let's spread Christmas joy to everyone
and help people decorate the Christmas tree.
Let's help Father George by giving donations
and offerings too.
Let's make raffle tickets and do events.
We can visit hospitals and cheer up our NHS workers.
Stop your play, it's time to eat.
Come wash your hands at take a seat.
Say a prayer and say amen
and let us eat in peace.
Let's spread the word of God.
Inviting non-uniform-18 December for the elderly.
Let's raise money for old people and care for them.
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Lacey
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

My Ideal neighbour
He or she needs to be sweet,
For they need to make me feel complete,
Kindness is also what they need,
And I need to know they will never leave,
Humour is key!
But that’s what suits me!
Neighbours don’t need to live next door,
That’s the truth, that’s for sure!

Age 10
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Layla Sarti
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Midnight Neighbours
A neighbour is referred as “the person next door”
This person is not just that but a
Star in the night when my mind is soar
When my crying is drowned out by the noisiest silence
This person can help me fight of my self-violence
Just a simple knock on the door,
Can lift my spirits,
And send me to sleep asking for more
For he is the reason I have smiled and expressed joy
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Leah McAuliffe
Ravensdale Primary School
Coventry

Neighbourliness Haiku
Neighbours are the best
They help me in every way
They are amazing!

Age 10
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Louie Williams
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire

Neighbourliness
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very kind
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very helpful for sure
Neighbours, Neighbours
always come to play
Neighbours, Neighbours
I hope they are here to stay
Neighbours, Neighbours
are my friends
Neighbours, Neighbours
I hope they are my friends too
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very loving
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very supportive
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very kind
Neighbours, Neighbours
are very helpful for sure
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Maisie Liggins
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

What is a neighbour?
What is a neighbour?
They’re not an object nor a relative
But they do have something to give!
Why not offer a sweet smile?
I’m sure it’ll be worth their while
They’re someone to play with, someone to
Giggle with and someone who is fun
If you need a friend for help, they’ll certainly be the
one!
Pop into their house
Have a social distanced chat!
Make them happy, give them a gift
I’m sure it will make their happy hearts lift!
Play a short game of tag
Help with their shopping bag
All these simple acts
Pay up for the kindness lacks
Remember the times you spent days together
Days together
Forever and ever
So that’s what a neighbour really is
Someone to make you happy once more
Not where you have to force a smile
A real one
A happy one!

Age 10
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Malik Walid
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

My friendly neighbour
My friendly neighbour who has lots of respect,
If danger comers her way I must always protect
She always puts a smile on my face
When we hang out at a very fun place.
My friendly neighbour who’s also my saviour
Helps me with my shopping
My friend neighbour who has divine behaviour
Make me a cake with lovely toppings.
My friend neighbour who likes to play
At the park we love to lay
With long white hair and a vintage bag
Even though we come from different flags.
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Maximilian Ayers-Krauze
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire

My Neighbour, My Saviour
Hey neighbour you're my saviour
Thanks for the favour
It’s hard to put on paper
But you’re my saviour
You’re a brilliant baker
At first I thought you were a faker
I helped you when you lacked
But you’re my saviour
I raked your leaves as a favour
I never asked you to be my saviour
In 2020 you did me a favour,
By buying me lots of toilet paper
But you’re my saviour
I’m glad you’re my neighbour
But I think of you as a saviour
You’re not a faker, you’re a baker
Oh… thanks for the favour,
MY SAVIOUR

Age 10
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May
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Remembrance day
Remembrance day,
Is always so emotional,
And we're here to say,
"We will always remember you!"
Doing 2 minutes of silence,
There was so much violence,
In all the wars.
We pray for the soldiers that fought,
We will be taught,
To raise money for the Royal British Legion.
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Mima
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies help us to remember
Poppies help us to remember those who died,
They sacrificed their lives,
Even the people who died should still be thanked,
Strong soldiers are still fighting for us,
Lost their loved ones,
The least we can do is no forget them,
They are our heros
They have done their heroic part,
We should do ours!

Age 10
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Mohamat
Howes Primary School
Coventry

Tranquillity
Truce is finding peace
Respect to each other
a pre she 8 your family
Quiet time can make you think
Yoonity is working altogether
Important to listen to the world
Love your neighbour
Lull in fighting and arguements
Involved in keeping the peace
Trust people to love
Your help is still needed
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Mollie
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies help us to remember
Poppies help us to remember,
What people have done,
People who died.
Sacrificed their lives.
Just for us.
Poppies help us to remember.
What people have done.
They have done their bit,
So we can do ours.
The least we can do is
Remember them.

Age 10
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Morgan
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

A Poem for my Neighbour
Our friendship is as strong as steel,
And it will never ever break,
Treat them like they’re family,
Treat them with care so their hearts won’t ever ache.
Listen to your neighbour, she’s never, ever wrong,
And when you’re ill she’ll always be there to sing a
little song.
The neighbours and I are friends.
We stare at each other and smile
So warm and sweetly cool;
We love each other from across the wall
That this divides my jungle from their clean tiled
surfaces.
We hear echoes of lives around us,
From our wild place that lives and breathes around our
neighbourhood.
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Motasim Musa
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Be a neighbour, be a saviour
Be a neighbour,
Be a saviour,
Help each other get along,
Show your kindness and how you’re strong.
Don’t cause conflict with one another,
And all the countries surrounding you,
And also try to help one another,
Be nice and be a lover,
Be a neighbour,
Be a saviour.
Help them when they are stuck on a letter,
Showing kindness will make you better,
When you help your neighbour don’t be shy,
Show you’re a star and touch the sky.
Help them when they need to farm,
Don’t be jealous, don’t be alarmed.
Be a hero,
Don’t be a zero,
Help them with their needs,
And be hopeful that what would rise up is your good

Age 10
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Navtej Vetsa
Coundon Primary School
Coventry

A Good Neighbour
Having a good neighbour is the greatest gift you can
have,
Good neighbours are considerate and brave,
Giving gifts to cherish, lightening up your mood,
Making sure that they are never rude.
Neighbours are always apportioning,
Making sure they are charitable and caring.
I had a special neighbour,
Who made some food on a skewer that was like cars on
a road.
Neighbours help us every day,
And still don’t expect pay.
Neighbours help people in need,
Which is good indeed.
They put a light in the dark,
Helping dogs that bark,
Neighbours have benevolence,
Which is very intense,
Neighbours are always kind,
Helping you have peace of mind.
They make sure you are never alone,
And check whether you are ok in a peaceful tone.
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Navtej Vetsa
Coundon Primary School
Coventry

Peace
Peace improves your life,
It makes sure people don’t hurt each other with a knife.
If you play with your siblings you might get peace
Which is something you should do.
putting rubbish in the bins,
Sharing a smile or maybe two!
let’s stop racism as well
Let’s try to stop being mean like pushing people in the
well.
Being thankful for what you have,
Your privileges, family and toys
Think about the homeless,
Those unfortunate girls and boys.
Being generous forever,
Honouring your father and mother.
What a remarkable time will life become if we all were
peaceful to all.
We are here to support each other and stand together so
we won’t fall behind.
Being calm and optimistic.
And being grateful for soldiers who died in wars.
Accepting apologies and being kind,
Let’s hope people don’t be cruel, giving somebody
peace of mind.

Age 10
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Noah
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Sent out to fight
Sent out to fight
Overcoming fears
Lest we forget
Dying soldiers on the battle fields
Into battle
Everyone in the trench
Red poppys
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Parneet Singh
Seva School
Coventry

what is peace?
peace it's a gift,
which comes and than goes.
it's like happiness in your hands,
which can't be compared.
peace fells like freedom falling on you ..
the peace feeling can't be described!

Age 10
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Poppy-May
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

Your Neighbours
Be helpful to your neighbours,
If they are in need come and
‘Cus’ one day they will return the good deed.
Be kind to your neighbours,
Give them a smile and a ‘hey!’
‘Cus’ just a neighbourly wave can brighten up their day.
Be friendly to your neighbours,
Go over to where they’re sat,
‘Cus’ all the might really need is a nice, pleasant chat.
Be accepting to your neighbours,
Like they are to you,
‘Cus’ I’ll never get neighbours
Better than the both of you.
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Prabdeep Nahal
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Get in a positive face
1. Get in a positive face
2. Find the right clothes
3. Try your hardest to impress
4. Forget everything I said, just be yourself
5. And help a neighbour to feel proud
6. Optional: eat a cake (an actual one)

Age 10
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Prishaa Walia
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is a blanket of calmness wrapping itself around
the world,
The silky, smooth texture is a gift from God,
Peace smells like flowers blooming,
Illuminating the world,
Peace is like beams of light,
It shines up the sky,
Peace is something everyone needs,
Whether they are big or small,
Peace is the answer to everything,
Glowing up the world,
Peace will help everyone,
The answer to a great life is peace
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Rayaan Kiyaga
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

My neighbour
Due to the time of 2020,
I can name stuff but it’s way too plenty.
I have a few neighbours from school to home to
country,
Oh 2020 you’ve been very crazy.
Things were well until they sent a letter,
But the rain decides to get wetter and wetter.
The poor soggy letter with mixed up ink
Although I tried to read but there was no use.
They came to my house to offer chocolate,
I really want to cherish the memory of the piece I ate.
My good Leo I sit next to in class,
He’s really funny although he farts lots of gas
But I do appreciate him for being a good friend.
In England our neighbouring countries are Scotland and
Wales,
In Wales, they have the bright red dragon,
But in Scotland we have a very merry bond,
We may come from lots of different flags,
But we all celebrate as one.

Age 10

page 265

Reet Kaur Rai
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
When I close my eyes I feel peace
It smells like blossoms
Peace feels like a leaf
Its like a pure heart
one day i believe peace shall be in my dream
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Robert
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

REMEMBER
R est in peace,
E very soldier.
M any died,
E xplosions killed them.
M achine guns rotated,
B ombs kaboomed.
E very life that was given up is
R emembered forever.

Age 10
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Ruby
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

The poppies grow in the field
The poppies grow in the field.
The people who gave their lives up
are the ones we love.
Over four thousand citizens died in the war.
The people who died in the war
are the people who made the future.
Poppys are for the people who died in the war.
We have two minutes for the people that died at war.
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Sansy
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

Play with your neighbours
Play with your neighbours and have some fun
joy and share your treats with them
Always remember they're there for you
elaborate your happy moments with them
ensure your neighbours are safe and happy
Thank you

Age 10

page 269

Shanae
Seva School
Coventry

peace
perfect time to relax
every moment goes well with peace
always enjoy your peace
carry on meditating with peace
every person needs peace
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Simrut Plahe
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is a feeling and is a gift from God,
It's silky smooth texture beautifully flows filling you
with happiness.
Sending you a message from God;you should never
need to fight, the things that happen in life happens for
a reason.
Peace shines it's light over the world equally,
It reminds you that everyone is different.
All you need to be is a dove,
Peace smells like Lotus flowers,
It's calming aroma fills your nostrils.
The only answer to life is to be neighborliness

Age 10
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STEEV MATHEW
Seva School
Coventry

Red Lovely Roses
Peace is Red
Peace smells like roses
Peace feels like love
It looks like flowers falling on me
It sounds like meditation
Peace tastes like ice-cream
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Sukhmani Kaur
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
The Earth is a donut and peace is its icing,
Peace is heaven's almighty king,
Peace smells of freshly grown flowers,
Peace overtakes chaos with its power.
If the world had one wish it would be of world peace,
Peace tells us that chaos needs to cease,
Peace is like an army winning a war,
Chaos has caused riots like a lions roar.
Peace.

Age 10

page 273

Taran
Seva School
Coventry

My dream neighborhood
Peace is a gift,
One to keep a hold,
Peace is a story,
One to be told.
I close my eyes,
I encounter peoples strength,
I open my eyes,
I see suffering and pain.
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Temitayo Betiku
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

What makes a good neighbour?
A good neighbour is kind and nice
And also there when you need a hand
And are supportive in what you need.
My neighbour is my saviour
To my day always add flavour
He has kindness and is the opposite of heartless
And he helps with tricky things.
We celebrate each other’s victories
He is good and helps with my family
I like his jokes,
He’s kind to all folks,
I am fond of him,
We share a great bond
This forms a good neighbour.

Age 10
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Tiago Campos
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

The people who risked their lives for us
Let us remember the people who risked their lives for
us.
Everyone have two minutes of silence.
Strong soldiers fighting and fought for our lives.
WW1 and WW2 killed millions but we can't forget
them.
Even though they are dead we should still thank them.
Fun time would not be around if the brave soldiers
didn't fight.
Orange planes flew above helping us in the war.
Remember the people who fought for us.
Good hearted people saved our lives in a prize of theirs.
Everyone who fought for us, rest in peace.
Turn off your phones for a minute of silence.
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Toby Maries
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Poppies are to remember soldiers who
died
Poppies are to remember soldiers who died
In soldiers trust we confide
We wear poppies on Rememberance Day
Dead on the battle field soldiers lay
We have a two minutes silence to remember
All the soldiers who died
Our soldiers didn't hide
So we remember them
We will never forget them

Age 10
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Toby Thornton
Alveston C of E primary school
Warwickshire

You're my neighbour
Within these days,
My neighbour says,
Do you want to play,
And I say yay!
You’re my neighbour,
You’re my savour,
You bought me toilet paper,
You’re my savour.
We play dice,
You’re really nice,
We play catch,
Then we relax.
We might not get on,
But, you’re my neighbour.
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Tobyme
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

LEST WE FORGET
Lest we forget all the soldiers in war
Lest we forget how bravely they fought
Lest we forget all the animals that died
Lest we forget about all the wars
All the guns fighting side by side
The guns shooting on and on until the war was won
Lest we forget
Lest we forget more and more
Lest we forget that they have done their heroic duty
Lest we forget you need to do yours

Age 10
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Tom Lawrence
Alveston C of E primary school
Warwickshire

NEIGHBOURS
Neighbours
Everybody likes them
I do
Generosity they show
Hello they say
But they don’t go away
Our neighbours are the best
Unique, they are better than the rest
Ready to come around again
So neighbours are the best.
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Trey
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry

Hope
Hope
Death
Remember.
Bullets.
Soldiers are hiding in the trenches
Waiting.
Hiding.
No mans land.
Peace.
War.
Commotion.
No mans land.
The growing poppies.
Exploding bombs.

Age 10
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Tyrell Gavu
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Stronger Together
Stronger together
Makes a good neighbour
Global, house class neighbour
Could have a good behaviour.
I cherish them all,
And when I need them , I call.
My neighbour in my class,
Helps me when I fall on the grass
Stronger together.
Light as the clouds in the sky,
That’s heavy and painful as a cry.
The wind whistles today,
And it blows our friendship away
But we’re stronger together.
What’s up in the sky is the sun,
My neighbour is like my son
The world is my saviour
But the milky way is my neighbour
Stronger together.
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William (5S)
Stivichall Primary School
Coventry

My neighbours
My neighbours,
Helping us when in need,
Helping us to pick up weeds.
My neighbours,
Help me when things are wrong,
Singing a wonderful song.
My neighbours,
Coming over to play,
Work with me every day.
My neighbours,
Every minute they make me smile,
Coming over every once in a while.
My neighbours,
Helping us carry our food,
Never in a grumpy mood.

Age 10
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Yasmin
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Good Neighbours
When you need some help,
just give a little yelp.
They will be at your side
and they surely will abide to whatever you say.
So, be friends today,
whatever the weather never oh never,
should you turn them away,
so, when they ask you to play,
with their child today,
Just smile and say yes!
so never the less,
should you be a good neighbour.
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Yoyo Liu
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

My Neighbour
When I walked past my neighbour today,
She smiled and said hello.
When I saw her the next day,
She was looking quite upset.
So that day I sat next to her,
and she talked about her troubles.
We drank a little cup of tea,
Then I went on my way feeling rather proud.
When I walked past my neighbour today,
She came up to me and said "Thank you."
Sometimes we just need to talk to someone or another.
Now me and my neighbour are good friends,
We help each other when we can.
And it was all because of that one day.
So now you can see,
how far friendship can go,
when you're being kind.
Give someone a smile today,
and they will smile back!
A smile can travel around the world,
But it will always come back to you.

Age 10

page 285

Yu Kai Leo Luo
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

I love my neighbour
I love my neighbour,
My neighbour loves me,
All together we’re like a family.
We all give forgiveness
We’re all generous
We all give respect
And differences we accept.
We chat for a while,
We give a smile.
He lives next door,
Right in the next aisle.
He laughs like the rainbow,
I smile like the sun
It’s like we’re floating in the universe.
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Yuvraj Rai
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

Now we must Act
Now we must act,
Animals are dying every minute,
Today we must stop this now.
Under your heart you feel like destruction,
But listen to your top of heart,
Animals we see today, go extinct tomorrow!
Earth is in trouble so, let’s help our planet of ancestors.

Age 10

page 287

Zebby
St John's CofE Academy
Coventry
R ioting for justice
E nding in a victory
M edics, thank you
E verlasting wounds
M aybe we die
B ut that's alright
E ven though what happens, we will fight
R emember those who died
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

Peace is when we are calm
Peace is when we are calm,
You can show it in different ways,
by closing your eyes in silence,
or perhaps reflecting on you days.
When we are peaceful,
our communities grow,
we will help each other,
Nobody will be your foe.
We offer and accept help,
and give each other respect,
nothing will part us,
Peace is perfect.

Age 10
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

Peace is when your calm
Peace is when your calm,
So nobody does us harm,
Peace is when you feel sage,
Peace is when you have faith.
Peace makes the world a better place,
Peace makes a beautiful space,
Peace is a way to make our community grow,
So peace is something we should show.
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

During these hard times
During these hard times,
we should use our free time
to check in on those
who are in need or are elderly.
All of our neighbours around us
are struggling too.
To help them we could:
make them smile, support,
giving away gifts and respect.
These could all make a persons day.
Help those around you help.

Age 10
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

During this hard times
During this hard times,
we should think about ourself
as well as others.
It's important to care
and check in on your neighbours,
family and friends
to make sure they are okay.
People can spread the word of Jesus.
Offer a shoulder to cry on.
Encourage people to do good on things
they are worried about.
Make people smile.
Spread some love to show you care.
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace is quiet
Peace is quiet, peace is when our minds are at rest,
peace is when we feel happy and rejoyceful,
peace is when we don't argue and get along,
peace is what should and shall be across the wide world.
Peace is what we should learn,
peace is what we should show,
peace is neighbourliness,
peace is amongst our community.
We should show peace and neighbourliness in our own
way,
being kind show respect,
being forgiving and being kind,
we create peace, we create neighbourliness.
Let's share this calming and beautiful feeling to
everyone around us.

Age 10
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

PEACE
P eace within our community
E ver lasting love
A llow everyone to be equal
C elebrate our community
E veryone hold hands in harmony
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Unknown author
Ss Peter and Paul Catholic Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours come in unique ways
Neighbours come in unique ways,
Such as old people, young people
Little children play and shout
People move in, people move out
In between make a loving neighbourhood
Neighbours hold hand in hand
Together we will make a bright world!

Age 10
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Alfie Musk
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

THIS NEIGHBOUR
Mirror, mirror on the wall,
Who is the greatest off them all?
NEIGHBOURS!!!
I have these neighbours,
Which I’ve chose one,
Which can be tolled before gone.
I have this neighbour next door,
Which is in my inner core,
She is kind and caring,
And a lot of sharing,
By giving food,
And gives us a happy mood,
Without her I’m a zero,
But she is our hero,
As we really care,
We love neighbours everywhere!

Age 11
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Anaya Kaur Rai
Seva School
Coventry

COVID-19
COVID-19 has affected many people's lives and also
taking their lives. It is also making many people not
allowed to speak or see their families and friends. Now
in this pandemic, we are not going to be anywhere
because we are obeying the rules/laws. It is really hard
to follow these rules because we are not used to not
meeting our family, we are worried about our health
and, more importantly, our grandparents, because they
are more vulnerable to the virus as they are extremely
older than you (as a child). Some neighbours are trying
to make you, as kids, understand this virus is a very
serious and dangerous and are trying to keep you safe
from the virus.
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Arjan Uppal
Seva School
Coventry

Sikh peace poem 2020
Walk on your good paths,
Chanting the name of the Lord Har,
Live a happy peaceful life.
Only see one lord.
Change the world so you do not suffer in pain.
Who ever meditates in remembrance on the free Lord,
Lord will give you good times.

Age 11
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Arjun Dhillon
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace and Positivity
United is what we need to be,
through thick and thin or even the easy,
we need to help each other,
through peace and positivity.
Selflessness and respect,
tolerance and honesty,
co-operation and equality,
these are what we need,
especially peace and positivity.
We don't want discrimination,
nor the racial prejudice,
for we are united,
and united we will stand,
no one is more superior than you or me,
but together we will move forward like 1...2 and 3,
we need to help each other,
through peace and positivity.
We are living in strange times,
so take my advice,
we need to stick together,
we need to help each other,
use equality,integrity,honesty,peace and positivity.
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Avleen Mann
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity
Peace is an important value,
Peace means no war,
Peace is positivity,
Peace, peace, peace we need more
We need:
Integrity, Equality,
Tolerance, Selflessness,
Honesty, Respect,
Peace and positivity

Age 11
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Bhavleen Cheema
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace is a calm forest that's emerald green,
It smells like fresh daisies blooming in the spring air,
Closing your eyes and feeling soft leaves making your
mind relaxed but keen,
Sounding like birds singing without a care,
Taste like cherries that are beautiful and sweet,
Peace is a forest that anyone can enter.
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Cale Bell
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Neighbour, Neighbour, Next Door!
Sharon next door,
Is not a bore,
But a lovely lady.
A helpful person,
Who is awfully sorry,
About the noise next door.
Her husband a chief,
So plenty of food,
But not enough loo roll.
She has a dog,
With fluffy ears,
Who would love to be here.
The fuss she would get,
She would be in heaven,
Loving all she could get.
She works at home,
For a tea company,
And loves to have a cup or two.
At the end of this pandemic,
A party for all,
To celebrate such wonderful neighbours.
I’ve lived next door,
For a few years now,
But I never knew that a person could be so friendly.

Age 11
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Chantelle Smy
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Stronger together makes a good
neighbour
I have a great neighbour in class,
She helps me in everything
She always lends a hand
She always believes in me
She never breaks a promise
We are besties.
She is like a neighbour to me,
We stick together,
We play with everyone.
If she left, it will be hard,
We are best friends
We pretend
We are friends forever and never give up.
We are best friends
Because we listen to each other.
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Daisy Christopher
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

My Best Friend
A beaming smile forming on her face
Which always makes me feel safe
Helping with the shopping bags
Always playing a game of tag
My neighbour is so very kind
She has a very clever mind
Neighbours are nice and supportive
Always willing to talk if you feel upset
A simple knock on the door can make their day
Inviting them to come and play
She never stops caring for me
Even when she feels weak
Seeing all their family photos
Helping with the garden with the hose
Tying my shoelaces to go and knock on the door
Little pictures lined up on the kitchen floor
Reading a book with my neighbour
Drawing with a pen and paper
I have my neighbour to thank for my happiness
My neighbour is a shining star in the dark

Age 11
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Danarj Laleriya
Seva School
Coventry

peace
Peace is calm
It brings no harm
peace is justice
It's also trusted
It sounds like meditation
It feels like a sensation
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Dilan Mohammed
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Stronger Together
I love my neighbour,
He’s like a saviour,
God gifted him to me.
Whenever people are lonely,
Just lend them your hand.
Treat them as family,
Family doesn’t require blood,
It requires love.
Have a space of acceptance in your heart.
We do things together,
Like soldiers in a war.
Laugh, I laugh.
Smile, I smile.
Greet them with a morning smile.
For those that will
Cherish the moments.
The world can be better if
We support and accept
One another.

Age 11
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Ellen Hudson
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

A Good Neighbour
Our friendship is as strong as steel and will never break.
Treat them like they're family and care for them so their
hearts will never break.
A good neighbour isn't mean
A good neighbour is always keen.
If you ask for a hand
A neighbour can be trusted
to help you if you're in need.
Neighbours can be trusted
Neighbours can be friends
Friendship is locked up inside your neighbour's body
A neighbour completes good deeds
Wave to them, smile at them and you will get goodness
in return
Be nice to them like they were nice to you.
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Ellie-Mae Calladine
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

Hello' is the Key to Neighbourliness
Our friendship is as strong as steel and it will never
break,
Treat them with care so their hearts will never ache,
Just smile at them to send them happiness,
And don't forget to wave!
Have a conversation about your favourite thing,
Maybe do some baking,
or just help out and they may help you.
Be accepting to your neighbour,
Be kind, caring and friendly.

Age 11
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Emelia
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Our Neighbours
Our friendship is as strong as steel and it will never
break,
Treat them with care so their hearts will never ache,
If they’re lonely we should talk to them and make their
day,
And if they’re upset we should make sure they’re okay.
We should be nice to them as they are kind to use,
Since when we are un-happy they don’t leave us in the
dust,
Their smiles shine brighter than the sun,
Maybe invite them into your home to chat and have
some fun.
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Emily Turner
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Never Not A Neighbour
Not an object nor a thing,
Or maybe you might say,
A friend for you to love,
Or maybe you could play,
I never knew my neighbour,
I wonder if you did too,
When people ask about it,
I simply just say who?
The feeling is nice,
When we knock on their door,
Maybe a social distance chat,
And maybe a little bit more,
Times are hard,
I bet you know what I mean,
All the squirting of hand sanitiser,
To make all our hands clean,
When the clock is ticking,
And it’s time to say ‘Goodbye!’
I walk away slowly,
And let out a little sigh,
Just a little smile I think,
Can makes someone’s day,
Clear away all their clouds,
Especially all the grey,
I’m grateful for my neighbour,
Hopefully you are too,
For they are the greatest person,
I ever knew.
Age 11
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Ethan Gwynn
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

My Loving Neighbour
When we are a team we are strong
Our friendship will last so long
We know that our hearts
Will never break
But we could share
A juicy rump steak
Because you're my neighbour
We will love
With all the angels that fly above.
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Freya Desmond
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

My Neighbours
Helping my neighbours
Doing them favours
Don't be rude
Always include.
Treat them fair
and they will care.
Be kind to your neighbours
and they will be fair.
Be grateful for your neighbours
and help them when they need it.
Give them a treat
and a wonderful day out.

Age 11
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Grace Richardson
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Blind In The Mind
I used to be blind,
Because of a small mind,
My eyes saw all,
But pride causes a fall.
I thought I was the best,
Ask me a favour I’ll protest,
A lazy selfish arrogant brat,
The favour comes, “Oh drat!”
I got myself into a mess,
By playing life as a game of chess,
Didn’t like the witch next door,
I’m truly rotten to the core.
When I needed her the most,
All that she could do was boast,
About how when she needed me,
And I’d pushed aside the old lady.
My face in a messy little ball,
She tuts as her foot clips the floor,
But she helps me even though,
I haven’t reaped what I’ve sowed.
An open mind,
Someone who’s kind,
She helped me out,
There’s no doubt.
Didn’t even ask her name,
Now she’s gone but I remain,
I miss her, the woman next door,
Her dainty foot clips the floor.
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Gurmehar
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is the way to live a humble life
Everyone and everything is pure white
Always respect and help other people
Can never be to much space for peace
Everyone around us is Gods creation

Age 11
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Hannah P
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
neighbours, neighbours how lovely they are
neighbours neighbours never to fear
neighbours neighbours always there with a ear
neighbours neighbours always near
neighbours neighbours always there with a helping hand
neighbours neighbours always there with a smile
neighbours neighbours always there to understand
neighbours neighbours stop and chat for a while.
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Hannah T
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

A Good Neighbours
For your neighbours lend a hand
Show them that you understand
They have rights we must respect
Show them kindness and respect
For you neighbours try to care
when they are troubled, help repair
lend an ear and listen too
If they are worried help them through
For your neighbours give a smile
Spend time with them for a while
look after your neighbours needs
And Jesus will reward your deeds.

Age 11
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Harleen Cheema
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace makes me feel like I’m at home
Everyone is equal.
As it smells like fresh flowers.
Calm
Everyone needs peace.
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Harry Bayliss
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

Neighbourliness
His smile is like an upside down rainbow,
Our hearts will never break,
You shouldn't say no,
Treat them with care so hearts never ache.
'Hello' is the key to friendship and
'Goodbye' is the evening 'Hi'.
Our neighbours are amazing so
never say bye bye.

Age 11
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Harry Turnell
Alveston C of E Primary School
Warwickshire

When we need you the most
For in these times we must care
For our neighbours everywhere
My neighbours I cannot compare
As all they do with me is share
All they do is look after me
And then my face lights up with glee
For when I do feel alone
Your smile always stops that groan
How lest I forget how
My neighbours are the best
The bible said look after your neighbour
And I hope I’m doing you a big favour
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Harsimarpreet Singh
Seva School
Coventry

PEACE
Peace is a bright yellow,
Peace smells' like lavender,
Peace feels like justice,
Peace looks like swans gracefully swimming,
Pease sounds like the words of the true lord,
Peace tastes like a large chocolate bar,

Age 11
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Heavenpreet Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace Is An Amazing Thing
Peace is pure and wonderful,
Peace is like the smell of lavender,
It feels like heaven,
And sound like the ocean,
I can feel its presence,
I love to hear the soft breeze it leaves,
It feels like a real blessing,
peace is amazing...
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Ical
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
neighbours are nice
Neighbours are kind
Neighbours are sweet
Neighbours are neat
Neighbours are loving
Neighbours are caring
Can be rude when in a mood
Neighbours have a smile on their face
they are helpers Neighbours are just Neighbours
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Jacek
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbour
I am so happy to be your neighbour
every day when I open the door I wave at you
You always give me a smile
You always give me hope
That everything will be fine
When eveyone is away
You are close to me
I can see your face
I can hear your voice
You make me know I am never alone
Today I have a little thing for you
Big Thank you
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Jack Fitzgerald
Alveston C of E primary School
Warwickshire

NEIGHBOUR NEIGHBOUR
Neighbour Neighbour, ever so kind,
There there like rainbows in dark stormy skies.
Neighbour Neighbour, there's been better days,
But you always bring light to my day.
Neighbour Neighbour, you’ve been my friend,
And gave me toilet paper that never, ever ends.
Neighbour Neighbour, thank you neighbour,
you’ve made me laugh and you’re a friend and a half
thank you neighbour.
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Jacob
Alveston C of E Primary school
Warwickshire

Neighbours
Neighbours,
Neighbours,
Neighbours,
Neighbours are kind they give up their free time
They’re caring, helpful, amazing they shine
Respect your neighbour through these times
As there is a light at the end and it is in sight
Your neighbors' can be friends, which will be there until
the end
If you feel sad they will be there whit a cup of tea
If you are lonely you can speak to that he or she
Neighbours are the fairies who throw the ball back the
ball that went over the fence
They know how you feel they have that neighbourly
sense
The one thing I wanted this poem to do is to make you
realize what amazing things your neighbours do
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Jasleen Dhami
Seva School
Coventry

Stars!!!
Every time a negative happens,
A positive returns
Don’t you ever feel down-to-earth,
Just speak to your ‘neighbour’!
Friends and neighbours are like STARS
You might not see them but they are always there =)
Please make my massage go far...
It's all in your hands...
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Jason bird
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

Reconciliation is, Reconciliation is not!
Reconciliation is peace
Peace is forgiveness,
Peace is not fighting,
Peace is not destruction,
Peace is kindness!
You've got to have peace and share it with people,
so that you can share it with the world.
Peace is not war, it is not killing.
It is reconciliation!
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Juliana
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbours, they are all different
For me they are all nice people
We had difficult times
But great to see them smile
One of my great neighbours
Is my friend, Lexi
We love to play
Another is an old lady who shared her birthday cake
I hope that I am a good neighbour too.
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Kataar Singh Khalsa
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity in Sikhi
Peace and positivity are some of the many
many elements in Guru Granth sahib ji.
If you look at your karam you will see
the strains and you will know what to do to be positive
again.
With out peace and naam we can never finish the game
the game of love where Vaheguru reigns,
so you see this is the knowledge we can gain so
VAHEGURU JI KA KHALSA VAHEGURU JI KI
FATEH
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Kennadi
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Nice
Exciting
Intelligent
Generous
Helpful
Beautiful
Over the fence
Useful
Respectful

Age 11
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Khushreet Sandhu
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

PEACE
Be at peace with yourself,
be at peace with the world.
Be at peace with yourself,
be at peace with the world.
A dark hand touching a light hand,
a young face looking into an old.
All people working together,
for a goal to be told.
Then I fall asleep comfortably,
peace at mind,
while I pray,
to have another peaceful day.
Be at peace with yourself,
be at peace with the world.
Be at peace with yourself,
be at peace with the world.
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Labiba Begum Barik
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Love your neighbour!
Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism.
Christianity, Islan and Sikhism
and obviously many more!
Now let me take you on a tour.
All these religions,
tell us to be good to our neighbours.
Now do a little act of kindness,
to relieve them from their saddness.
Have a little chat with them and
do their shopping from them.
Pay them a compliment,
Motivate them to pay their rent.
Don't stuff yourself while your neighbour
is going hungry.
Or else God is going to be angry!
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Laila
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire

The Best Neighbours
Our friendship is as strong as steel and it will never
break,
Treat them with care so they never ache,
Welcome them like family, as you’ll never have the
same friendship.
Your neighbour will always be your neighbour even if
they move,
When you treat them with kindness, you’ve got nothing
to prove,
Love them as you’ll never have the same friendship.
Give your neighbour their needs,
Smother them with good deeds,
Have your caring chats as you’ll never have the same
friendship.
Friendships are love,
You can never put anything above,
Give them a smile as you’ll never have the same
friendship.
When they bake you a cake,
You know your friendship will never break,
So when they arrive, give them a wave,
As you’ll never have the same friendship.
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Laila Kaur Heer
Seva School
Coventry

Positivity & Peace
Positivity and Peace are key
I might just change the world with my words, yes me!
If I try my hardest, I might zoom past the stars
Let me tell you what I can do,
I can spread peace and positivity, that's what I can show
you!

Age 11
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Libby Moore
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Stronger Together
We are stronger together
no matter the weather
Our neighbours will help us
and we'll help them
If we have shopping to do
they're always there to do it
They are always cheerful
Our neighbours are our friends
They do anything for us.
We are stronger together
during lockdown they might say hi
And we say hi back
they're like family to us and our friends
We should be kind to them
and they'll be kind to us
No matter what happens
they're here for us and we're here for them.
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Lily
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Nice
Easy to talk to
Interesting
Great fun
Helpful
Borrowing a cup of sugar
Over the fence
Understanding
Ready to help
Sharing
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Maycie-Lou Hughes
St. Margaret’s CofE Junior School
Warwickshire

What is reconciliation?
Reconciliation is forgiveness,
reconciliation is peace,
reconciliation isn't war,
reconciliation isn't murder,
reconciliation is to celebrate differences,
reconciliation is joy,
reconciliation isn't to fight,
reconciliation isn't to kill people,
reconciliation means peace.
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Muhammed Kathawala
Southfields Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours and Nations
Neighbours are important, they help us through
troubling times,
they sometimes give us ingredients,
like lemons, oranges and limes,
We should always appreciate them,
and treat them like the richest gem.
Neighbours aren't just in the house next door,
There are actually much, much more,
Like the countries around us,
or the places that we go on a bus,
We should never fight,
But instead we should unite,
Because they are neighbours,
and we should treat them with respect.

Age 11
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Nicole
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
To you my neighbours I shall lend a hand
Don't worry I understand
Everyone has rights which stick to them like glue
Everyone includes me and you
I know you try and protect
So ill bring you up to show respect
sometimes when I am feeling blue
I always know you are there too
Thankyou for being a star in the sky
as now I know you are close by
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Nwando Akabogu
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry

Neighbours
N obody should suffer alone.
E verybody has a voice.
I f you need help.
G o to your neighbour yourself!
H elp them? Then they are sure to help you.
B ad vibes will vanish immediately.
O r maybe next time they'll need your help too
R emember your neighbour is all around you.
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Rajinder Singh Gill
Seva School
Coventry

Power of positivity
Covid-19 has changed the world.
Death has taken lives away from people.
People have been begging for COVID to go,
As it has made a huge difference in the world
How can we stop everyone from being negative,
Peace is the only way we can stop this
We will never give up,
So please stay optimistic.
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Reece
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
To my neighbours you have been there for me in my
darkest hours.
When my cat was lost you helped me look for it.
When my mum was bad you called an ambulance
To you I give my thanks

Age 11
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Ronan Gailer
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace with the neighbour next door
A street with signs of much love,
As people call from above,
But it can be the same for you
As long as there’s peace with the neighbour next door.
When you move house,
It can’t be the same,
But that can change,
With a simple name game,
As long as there’s peace with the neighbour next door.
With all the things that have happened this year,
Covid, Giant spiders and faces of fear,
It brought us together more and more,
So when the next mermaid washes up on shore,
I will always have peace with the neighbour next door.
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Rudy Strickland
Dunnington CofE Primary School
Warwickshire
Shortlisted poem

All Are Good
As I look out of my window
I see my neighbours gossiping
Always be kind to them even if they're not kind to you
Maybe one day you'll light up their soul
They say that the moody ones inside are the happy ones
Invite them into your house for a cup of tea or even a
biscuit
Give them a smile walk part and greet them nicely
All these things will make them feel welcome
Maybe you can become friends
Just think of this as a resemblance of peace between
you and your neighbour
Remember you can always find the good in everyone.
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Shenay Dhillon
Seva School
Coventry

PEACE
Peace is a colour white
flying away like a kite
leaves falling on me
looks like a shallow sea
smells like blossoms
heaven which is colossal
sounds like music to my ears
walking round and round like a deer
tastes so sweet
offering someone a seat
feels so soft
Peace wont make you lost
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Soz Mustafa
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours are strong together
I have some neighbours,
We could sometimes do favours,
A hand we can lend,
Which creates a friend.
During the lockdown,
We tried not to frown.
For the NHS we celebrate,
And together we collaborate.
They also shared their generosity
They always offer their hospitality.
Good people we would cherish,
And others who perish.
As bright as a star,
Together we can journey far.
Coventry stands for reconciliation
We are friends in this nation.
Masks and hand gel,
During this time, I hope you do well.
I have some neighbours,
And together we support.
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Tanbir Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity
Of all the childre in my school,
I might not be the kindest.
And i might be the smartes.
But i can almost touch the moon,
If i stand on my toes.
And soon my words might change my life,
So you better listen carefully!!!
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Tanbir Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity
Of all the children in my school,
I might not be the kindest.
And I might be the smartest.
But I can almost touch the moon,
If I stand on my toes.
And soon my words might change my life,
So, you better listen carefully!!!
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Theo
Good Shepherd Primary School
Coventry

Neighbours
Nice
Excellent
Independent
Good
Honest
Beautiful
Outstanding
Uplifting
Reliable
Special
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Veronica Kierul
Southfields Primary School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Poem about peace
They do care
They make stuff fair
They do give respect
Oh dear what would I do without them
We celebrate our differences, that makes peace.
They are like my family,
So we live happily,
They do repair my sorrows
We live in Coventry
The city of peace.
Wherever they go they make a smile,
Life is good with my neighbour
That is my honour to say
Thank you neighbour.
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Yuvraj
Seva School
Coventry

peace
peace is the water over the fires,
peace does not cause mayhem,
it is used by liars,
is it good then?,
peace is happy, peace is free,
peace is life,
peace is death,
peace is in you
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Yuvraj
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
peace is all about calm
peace is pure white
peace keeps your mind fresh
peace feels smooth
peace smells like a dandilion
peace is heaven
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Zion Kukatula
Good Shepherd Primary school
Coventry

Neighbours
Neighbour
Exquisite
Important
Great
Honest
Brave
Observant
Uplifting
Respectful
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Age 12
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Adrian
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is something that everybody wants
But is hard to get
Never will be peace
But...
If we stop...
If we never get in trouble...
If we stop the Wars...
Peace will be and everyone will be happy.
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Ajooni Kaur Bahra
Seva School
Coventry

Let's Bring Peace
Peace lives within all of us.
Peace reduces a lot of fuss.
Peace allows us to live happily.
Peace will change the world so rapidly.
Peace defeats all the war.
Peace means everyone follows the law.
Peace brings people closer together.
Peace will maintain love forever.
Peace eases all the stress.
Peace let's the whole universe rest.
This is why peace is the BEST!!!

Age 12
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Dev Atwal
Seva School
Coventry

The Virus
in these difficult times happiness is harder to achieve
than ever,
stressed and scared dread and discord amongst us all.
because of the coronavirus.
Daily deaths and confirmed cases but even through all
of this,
the flowers still flourish, the birds still sing and we still
laugh.
And even though its hard... we still are maintaining
peace,
and if we keep it that way... we will beat this virus.
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Eashar Singh Gill
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Chardi Kala
Positivity rules the world.
Peace makes us glow.
Peace and Posititvity makes us glow in 123.
In sikhi we stay chardi kala throughout good and bad
and remain a strong mentality.
Chardi Kala we will stay and remain.
Chardi Kala we can build strong groups
no matter what color or race.
Chardi Kala we can stay altogether.
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Jaskaran
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace Phoenix
Peace and positivity , peace and positivity,
Come on , everybody hates negativity.
Keeping peace will relax your mind ,
and will stop it from getting in a bind.
Positivity will make you feel better ,
as long as you don’t try to shatter .
Peace will make your life how you like it ,
the friendly candle inside us will be lit .
Positivity should be in everyone ,
Carry goodness with you a whole ton .
We are all one ,
throw away the gun ,
and spread the sun .
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Katie Pratley
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Spaced out Socializing
There is an elderly couple living next door,
I wonder if I can help them some more.
The man next door is not my best mate,
but when he needs help I do not hesitate.
Because of her asthma she cannot breathe,
so I put my mask on instead to give her ease.
Right now our distance away is long,
but that doesn't mean we can't get along!
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Kiratjot Kaur
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace for all
Walk through the wonders of harmony,
Something we wish could be done normally.
Grow it in your community,
Start with social unity.
Treasure positivity like family,
Spread it around happily.
Peace brings us tranquility,
Along with stability.
For peace, we mustn’t fight,
Help one another and be polite.
When there’s a problem just talk,
Maybe go out for a walk.
Chant the name of the one lord,
You’ll be granted a great reward.
Nobody goes through defeat or pain,
It is peace that we shall obtain
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Raman
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and positivity
If we spread peace and positivity around the world,
We would all be heard,
Let the live fly free like a bird.
Be happy, be kind,
And I've with a positive mind,
This world we live in can be perfect,
All we need is live and respect.
Look after your family and friends,
Because love never ends.
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Sachveer Singh
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity
Peace has no war,
positivity has only happiness.
nothing can destroy peace and positivity.
People in COVID 19 are struggling
and if they need help,
that is when you gotta help them,
give them tips on how to be peaceful.
For example:they could try meditating
or not go on social media.
for this could drive you crazy.
you should do something you enjoy
like drawing, colouring or watching tv.
Don’t believe everything on social media
if you stay inside and not go out,
this pandemic can go in a blink of an eye
so please stay inside, don’t go out,
protect the NHS and save lives.
with peace and positivity we can win.
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Savneet Singh
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Positivity!
Peace and Positivity can be many different things,
It can be a virtue that you aim for,
Or simple something that you hear during your prayers,
But what we do know,
Is that it is the NUMBER 1 value,
Something we should all thing about during every
single minute of the day!

Age 12
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Amelia
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace is that what makes happines in the world
it can be love, family, success, meditation, humanity,
frendship, Bible, God.
You can help other to be happy, you can help people to
believe that every one can be happy.
You can help to encourage positivity and agreed with
themself.
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Connie Wightman
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Our Neighbours
2020, Corona virus, and Chaos.
Lockdown came,
We only saw,
Guess who,
Our Neighbours,
The Woman over the road,
The Dad with 3 kids next door.
Changes, restrictions and closures.
No more clubs,
The only people we talked to,
Guess who,
Our neighbours,
The elderly couple,
Living here longer than you.
Furloughs, video calls, no schools.
Work online,
The only other people to help,
Guess who,
Our neighbours,
The university graduate,
Who only just moved.
So what did you do?
Did you buy food,
For the elderly couple.
They couldn't,
Did you have outdoor tea,
With the woman,
The one living alone,
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Did you help find work,
For the University graduate,
What are they going to do,
Did you clear out your stuff,
Did you give books or toys to the single Dad,
He has three kids stuck inside
No matter who you are,
No matter your neighbours,
They maybe loud,
They maybe kind,
Love thy neighbour,
It doesn't matter how,
Love thy Neighbor.
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Deborah Jesudason
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry

Neighbourliness
2020 was the year of the virus.
But what came out other than love and kindness.
Giving to charity
Losing our popularity
To help all the others
Even our furthest brothers
Coronavirus seemed like the world's end.
But all we could do was help a friend.
Showing love
Although it's tough.
Pulling families toether.
To celebrate covid's end forever.
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Eesharpreet Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace
Peace brings a smile to peoples faces,
Around the world in different places.
For success you need perseverance.
Do not worry about your appearance.
In God's eyes were all the same,
Even the high status and the fame.
Do not step into your trap of emotions,
Just give out all your devotion.
Live life, love, laugh,
Don't just pose for the photograph.
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Evie Langlands
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Time of need
Life was going on as normal,
visiting my mum weekly,
but suddenly all of that changed,
and my life was put on hold.
I stayed at home, just like they said,
bubbling with my friend.
But after a month I began to miss her,
my beloved mother.
When the new rules were put in place,
I was very lonely after that,
repetitive days one after another,
when will it ever end?
Then one day, a knock on my door,
little did I know would change me.
A young girl holding a basket of cookies,
a basket of cookies for me.
My neighbour's daughter said hello,
and asked me how my day was.
She handed me the basket, with a pleasant smile,
and left me standing, smiling, in the doorway.
Now once a week she comes to visit me,
snow or rain, sun or storms,
but that first visit I will always appreciate,
as it got me out of my horrible state.
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Gurjot Singh
Seva School
Coventry

peace is my dream
violence should be silence
it is not they key to peace
why do we despise each other?
when we could be at peace with each other?
there's no point in violence
it's just a waste of time
why is it so hard to be at peace with each other
it's not like your going to die
a world with peace is my dream
everyone wants peace
not violence
violence can kill people
but peace can save people
stop violence by forgiving people
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Jamelia Gwambe
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

you may have a religion
you may have a religion
you may have none
but in my eyes we're seen as one
you may have a religion
you may have none
but together we can overcome
you may have a religion
you may have none
but we can have fun
for we are all seen as one
so love thy neighbour
like thy son.
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Kriti
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Peace are people who are full of happiness,
and worship God with gratefullness.
Peace is tranquility,
for people who fight for equality.
Peace is being calm,
and not causing any harm.
Peace is full of positivity,
only for those who show true honesty.
Peace calms the clouds,
and lets happy people shout out loud.
Peace starts with admiration,
which leads to good ambitions.
Peace makes people show compassion,
and also shows love,unity and affection.
Peace shows success and no pain,
and creates where people don't live in vain.
Peace is God,
and the people who worship him a lot.
Peace is a world that doesn't have dares,
and lets the people be happy with prayers.
Peace is the heavens itself,
and shows illuminating light which helps people's
mental health.
A round world which shows no cries or wounds,
is a world that has positivity and peace.
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Noah Young
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry

Neighbours
We always need to help each other,
We're all connected, sisters and brothers.
We must see the good in everyone,
If united together we will have fun.
If we hit hard times, there are always some
People will rise to help us towards the sun.
Neighbours do the things we can't,
It's out of love and deep from the heart.
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Samuel Malunga
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry

Peace
Air Raid Sirens screeching as the sleek, shiny body
of Germans Bomber flew over the horizon.
People scattered like a herd of buffalos running
away from a pride of lions.
Bombs sky divided down from the starlit sky
and as they worked like a mad scientists experiment.
79 years later we have been reconciled with Germans
through peace and love.
"Love your neighbour as you love yourself"
That is the way we use today
among the nations we live and pray.
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Simran Kaur
Seva School
Coventry

Peace and Harmony
Wars make children so much tougher,
lose their innocence while they suffer.
We should fight for peace instead.
Love not war, we should spread.
Meditation calms us,
unity makes us one.
Harmony surrounds us,
energy provokes us.
We have pain,
but we overcame.
Peace brings us happiness, which makes the world full
of gratefulness.
We just need to open our hearts,
that's where peace clearly starts.
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Audrey David
Blue Coat C of E School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

The Neighbour
Throughout this lockdown we have truly come to see,
Those who want to see us happy and full with glee.
When we were in need you payed the fee,
Not a single day did you disagree
You were aways smilinq everyday,
Making all the lockdown blues go away.
You always said. "Just breathe and pray,
Relax and watch everythíng he okay."
Not only you but everyone should copy your deeds,
Constantly reaching out to those in need.
Whether it's simply sitting together and having a nice
read,
So that once again true happiness is guaranteed.
It says in the holy books of almost all religions,
You should treat your neighbours as your siblings.
Not to he divided by different views and opinions,
But to have one, shared vision.
Maybe your neighbour doesn't feel the same,
Maybe your neighbour doesn't know your name.
Maybe the only time you saw them was to clap for
those in the hall of fame,
Maybe the only form of communication was an
awkward board
game.
The true neigbour is one who loves all,
Living worldwide or just next door.
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Joshua Dyal
Seva School
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Peace
Life doesn't begin without peace,
Hatred is like a separate layer,
You wear your own fleece.
Thought you may not be the mayor,
And you may not be a king,
But.. you can be the ruler,
Of your imaginary layer.
As long as you are positive,
as long as you are calm,
you should live a peaceful life,
full of happiness and joy.
Happiness helps your thrive,
Peace is the questions,
Rewards are the answer,
That can keep you alive.
War and hate isn't right,
Peace can always win the fight,
Never refer to hate,
Because you may be left without a mate.
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Sharn Sanghera
Grace Academy Coventry
Coventry
Shortlisted poem

Neighbours
Neighbours,the daisy chain that holds us together
Without our neighbours,
what would we do?
They help us with our groceries,
They help us when we fall,
They are the oxygen in our face mask,
My neighbour does not live next door or two streets
down,
But she is my own blood,
This is because my neighbour is my grandma,
Who not only raised me, but cared for me when I
needed her the most,
My neighbour fed me when I needed to be fed,
My neighbour loves me and
Asks me how I am, because
the most deadliest virus
was around the world.
She is the tree branch that holds me together,
Not only is she my saviour,
She saved the premature babies by knitting …….
Cosy and warm clothes for them,
She knitted cardigans, mittens, and little booties,
These knitted garments, for the babies were given to
them when they arrived in the world, in the hospital.
I can't believe that there is not
an award to give to her for being the Covid 19 Superstar
Saviour,
Selfish Covid 19!
Age 15
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Didn’t let my grandma and me hug,
That Covid 19 stole the hugs that I was supposed to
receive,
What would I do without her!
There are no words for the disappointment and
frustration the crisis has caused.
As I peered over the fence
a barrier to protect me
I see my neighbour
who often says hello and
waves good bye,
My neighbours who smiles,
My neighbour who I respect,
“Love thy neighbour”, said Jesus,
Not socially distance
- a 1+metre or 2 metre apart,
Wear a face mask or
Sanitise your hands!
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More about Coventry Lord Mayor’s
Committee for Peace and Reconciliation
This committee of about 20 peace-activists works to
promote the city’s agenda as a city of peace and
reconciliation both within Coventry and more widely.
It is a representative committee and includes people
from a variety of organisations in the city who support
its aims.
For a free monthly newsletter and list of forthcoming
peace-related events visit our website
coventrycityofpeace.uk

This and other books we publish are available from
coventrycityofpeace.uk/store
and all good bookshops.
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On the night of 14 November 1940, Reverend Richard
Howard, Provost of Coventry Cathedral, was one of
four firefighters who climbed onto the roof to smother
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with sand the incendiary bombs that were landing not
just on the Cathedral but starting a firestorm across the
city centre. At around 8pm a fire broke out inside the
Cathedral and, despite extinguishing it, they could not
control the other fires which ultimately led to its
destruction.
Howard writes “As I went into the ruined Cathedral on
the morning after the destruction, there flashed into my
mind the deep certainty that as the Cathedral had been
crucified with Christ, so it would rise again with Him.
How or when, we could not tell; nor did it matter. The
Cathedral would rise again.”
In this moving and detailed account of the years that
followed, Howard describes how the building of the
new Cathedral was planned; how the architects and
designers were chosen; with what materials they
worked, and what their designs mean. It closes with the
sight of the new Cathedral finished and ready for
Consecration.
Today, Coventry is a City of Peace and Reconciliation
due in no small measure to the determination of Provost
Howard to forgive those who had caused that terrible
destruction. This brief and illuminating account of the
Cathedral’s destruction and rebuilding is an historic and
inspiring document.
Paperback £10 ISBN 9781871281545
Hardback £18 ISBN 9781871281552
From coventrycityofpeace.uk/store and all good
bookshops.
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Coventry’s willingness to set the past aside after the
second world war and hold out the hand of friendship
has given it an international reputation as a City of
Peace and Reconciliation.
Coventry City Centre Peace Trail provides a handy
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guided walking tour containing maps which will lead
you to over 30 sites associated with peace conveniently
located within the city centre and describes each of
them.
Booklet £2 including delivery within UK.
ISBN 9781871281507
Available from coventrycityofpeace.uk/store
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